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Zusammenfassung
Die Untersuchung von Gletschern und Eisschilden mit elektromagnetischen Reflexionsverfahren ist eine der gÃ¤ngiste geophysikalischen Methoden der Glaziologie geworden. Diese Doktorarbeit leistet mit neuen AnsÃ¤tze und Ergebnissen
einen Beitrag zur Auswertung elektromagnetischer Reflexionen, die innerhalb kalter
EiskÃ¶rpe entstehen. Den Hauptteil bildet der direkte Vergleich von synthetischen
Radargrammen mit gemessenen Radardaten und die Auslegung daraus abgeleiteter
Ergebnisse, besonders hinsichtlich der klimatischen Interpretation von Eiskerndaten.
Desweiteren werden neue Beurteilungen von Messtechniken und Datenauswertungen
vorgestellt.
Mit Blickpunkt auf die Umgebung der EPICA-Eiskerntiefbohrung in DronningMaud-Land, Antarktis, werden zwei unterschiedliche numerische Verfahren zur
VorwÃ¤rtsmodellierun angewendet: einfache Faltung eines Radarquellsignals mit
einer Tiefenreihe der Reflexionskoeffizienten und Simulierung der Ausbreitung
elektromagnetischer Wellen in Eis durch anspruchsvolle zweidimensionale finite
Differenzen-Modellierung im Zeitbereich. Physikalische in-situ Eigenschaften werden von drei Flachbohrkernen Ã¼bernommendie in Dronning-Maud-Land abgeteuft
wurden, und fÃ¼welche Profile der komplexen dielektrischen Eigenschaften vorliegen.
Referenzspuren der Radardaten fÃ¼den Vergleich mit synthetischen Radargrammen
werden aus Messungen bestimmt, die von der OberflÃ¤ch aus mit verschiedenen
Geometrien und Frequenzen durchgefÃ¼hrwurden.
Die Ergebnisse bestÃ¤tige den allgemeinen Ansatz, dass es mÃ¶glic ist, Radarmessungen durch VorwÃ¤rtsmodellierun nachzubilden. Dieses Verfahren ist durch
die rÃ¤umlich Struktur der physikalischen Eiseigenschaften beschrÃ¤nkt Hervorragende Ãœbereinstimmun zwischen modellierten und Referenzradargrammen wird
durch VorwÃ¤rtsmodellierun mit finiten Differenzen erzielt. Auch wenn die Faltungsmethode verwertbare Ergebnisse hervorbringt, ist die Ãœbereinstimmun hierbei weniger deutlich. GrÃ¼ndsind der implizite Einschlufl von WellenphÃ¤nomene
bei finiten Differenzen-R,echnungen, die bei der Faltung nicht berÃ¼cksichtigwerden
kÃ¶nnen UnabhÃ¤ngi von der zur numerischen Berechnung verwendeten Methode
sind hochaufgelÃ¶st dielektrische Profile im Zentimeterbereich eine notwendige Vorraussetzung fÃ¼erfolgreiche Modellierung.
Die Anwendung kombinierter Eiskern- und Radarauswertungen konzentriert sich
auf interne Reflexionshorizonte. Die erfolgreiche VorwÃ¤rtsmodellierun erlaubt
SensitiviÃ¤tsstudie mit verÃ¤nderte dielektrischen Eiskerndaten. Die Resultate
bestÃ¤tige frÃ¼herAnnahmen, dass Ã„nderunge der PermitivitÃ¤fÃ¼beobachtete
Reflexionshorizonte im oberen Bereich der Eisschilde verantwortlich sind. Obwohl
die Variation der LeitfÃ¤higkeials Ursache zu vernachlÃ¤ssige ist, deutet die starke
Korrelation zwischen PermitivitÃ¤tund LeitfÃ¤higkeits-Signaleauf einen wechselseitigen Einflufl hin, was den isochronen Charakter der Reflexionshorizonte bestÃ¤tigt
Auf Grundlage dieser Eigenschaft wird der Fehler abgeschÃ¤tzt welcher mit der
Da,tierung von Reflexionshorizonten und dem Abgleich von Eiskernen verknÃ¼pfist;
fÃ¼das Eisschild in Dronning-Maud-Land und zusÃ¤tzlic fÃ¼den kalten alpinen
Sattel Colle Gnifetti (Monte Rosa. Walliser Alpen). Die Ergebnisse sind vielversprechend, d a die in beiden Studien bestimmten Fehler nur bedingt grÃ¶Â§sind als
die mit der Eiskerndatierung zusammenhÃ¤ngende anfÃ¤ngliche Unsicherheit.

Abstract
The investigation of glaciers and ice shcets by means of ice penetra,ting radar has
becomc one of the most commonly used geophysical techniques in glaciology. This
doctoral thesis contributes new approaches and results to the analysis of electromagnetic reflections originating within cold ice bodies. Main subject is the direct
comparison of synthetic radargams with radar survey d a t a and the explanation of
results thereof, especially in view of climatic interpretation of ice core records. In
addition. new evaluations of survey techniques and d a t a analyses are presented.
Focusing on the region surrounding thc EPICA ice core deep drilling location in
Dronning Maud Land, Antarctica, two different numerical forward modeling techniques are used: first, the simple convolution of radar source signals with depth series
of reflect,ion coefficients; second, simulation of propagating electromagnetic waves in
ice by means of sophisticated two-dimensional finite-difference time-domain modeling. Physical in-situ properties are taken from three shallow ice cores retrieved
in Dronning Maud Land, for which profiles of the complex dielectric constant are
available. Radar reference traces for comparison with the synthetic radargrams are
determined frorn surface-based radar surveys recorded a t various geometries and
frequencies.
The results proof the general statement that it is possible to reconstruct radar
survey d a t a by forward modeling techniques. Limitations to this approach are Set
by the spatial characteristics of the physical properties of ice. Finite-difference forward modeli~igproduces excellent agreement of modeled and reference radargrams.
Although the convolution technique yields useful results. the correspondence is less
clear. R,easons are the implicit inclusion of wave phenomena in the finite-difference
calculations which cannot be taken into account by t h e convolution. Irrespective of
the method utilized for numerical computations, high resolution dielectric profiles
on the centimeter scale are a necessary requirement for successful modeling.
Application of combined ice core and radar analyses focus on internal reflection
horizons. T h e successful forward modeling allows numerical sensitivity studies with
altered dielectric ice core data. Findings confirm earlier assumptions that changes in
permittivity are responsible for observed reflection horizons in the upper part of the
ice sheet. Although variations in conductivity are negligible for causing reflections,
strong correlations of permittivity arid conductivity signals indicate a mutual influence, and validate tlie isochronous character of reflection horizons. Based on this
property. the error involved in the dating of reflection horizons and synchronization
of ice cores is evaluated for tlie ice sheet in Dronning Maud Land and additionally
for the cold alpine saddle Colle Gnifetti (Monte Rosa, Valaisian Alps). The results
are promising as the errors determined in both studies are only relatively larger than
the initial uncertainty related to ice core dating.
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1 Introduction
Interpretation of ice cores as paleoclimate archives and the ~ignific~nce
of ice shect,s
for global sea level require detailed knowledge about the past arid present glaciated
environments. Different techniques have been developed that facilitate the determination of the present state as well as the reconstruction of past glaciological settings,
in particular surrounding deep drilling locations. The raising number of deep ice
cores being retrieved in Antarctica and Greenland as well as development of sophisticated spaceborne remote sensing techniques for mass balance studies come along
with an increasing demand for ice core synchronization, improved numerical ice sheet
modeling, and extended surface observations. Especially the representativity of individual ice core records deserves major attention. In this context, ice penetrating
radarl as an active remote sensing technique provides a powerful tool t o investigate
properties of glaciers and ice sheets, having lead t o its widespread application as a
standard tool in glaciology [Bogorodsky et al., 19851.
The discovery that aircraft altimeters were subject to dangerously high errors
when used over ice sheets [Waite and Schmidt, 19611 started the application of radar
soundings in glaciology. Although internal reflections from ice sheets were already
observed more than 30 years ago [Jiracek and Bentley, 1967, Robin et al., 19691 their
origin is not yet fully understood. First direct comparisons of reflection coefficients
calculated from acidity and density changes with measured radar data were carried
out by Millar [1981]. By comparing radargrams with a high resolution electric
conductivity measurement record of an ice core, Hempel and Thyssen [1992] found
direct evidence of reflections being caused by acidic layers from volcanic eruptions.
From electromagnetic theory it is clear that reflections can only occur when
dielectric properties within the ice sheet are subject t o spatial changes. Based
On numerous ice core studies, laboratory experiments, theoretical considerations,
and analyses of radar data, the following picture on the origin of electromagnetic
reflections in ice sheets is state of t.he art: discontinuities in the real part of the
dielectric constant. the permittivity, are basically related to density arid dominate
reflections in the upper hundreds of meters; variations in the frequency-dependent
imaginary part, proportional t,o conductivity and related to acidic impurities, are
the governing canse for reflections in deeper regions of the ice; a third mechanism,
proposed by Harrison 119731, involves dielect,ric anisotropy of the crystal fabric! but
its significance is still heavily discussed. as direct evidence from ice core-radargrain
comparisons is st,ill pending.
The main application of ice penetrating radar in polar environments has been ice
thickness probing in relation t o ice core deep drilling pi-ojects [Hempel and Thyssen.
1992, Dahl-Jensen et al.! 1997. Steinlnge et, al.. 1999. Kanagaratnain et al., 2001.
Nixdorf and GÃ¶ktas2001, among others], mostly carried out with powerful airborne
systems. As a matter of principle. ice penetrating radar is used as well to establish
the stratigraphy of internal reflection horizons (IR.Hs). Studies of dielectric proper'1 will use the term ice penetrating radar synonymously t o other expressions like radio echo
sounding and ground penetrating radar, as no common definit.ion has been agreed on in the radar
cornmunit.~.
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ties of ice and IRHs suggested for long that most processes forming electromagnetic
reflectors take place at the glacier's surface a t approximately the Same time, with the
submergence rate of the isochronic surface being determined by interaction of the
flow field arid surf'ce accumulation [Robin et al., 1969, Gudmandsen, 1975, Clough,
1977, Millar, 1981, Moore, 19881.
Mapping of IRHs. and thus englacial isochrones, a t quasi-continuous scale therefore has been applied to manifold applications: IRHs allow to match ice core records
[Jacobel and Hodge, 1995, Siegest et al., 19981; depict vertical strain rates and history [Jacobel et al., 1993, Raymond et al., 1995, Vaughan et al., 1999, Hodgkins
et al., 20001; reconstruct snow and firn genesis IFrezzotti et al., 20021; determine spat,ial distributions of accumulation [Richardson-NÃ¤slunand Holmlund, 1999, Siegert
and Hodgkins, 2000, Nereson and Raymond, 20011; and validate numerical ice sheet
models [Huybrechts et al., 2000, Baldwin et al., 20031.
Whereas frequency dependent wave absorption and scattering are used t o determine the inner fabric state of ice sheets and glaciers [Fujita et al., 19991 and
separate certain thermal regimes [Moore et al., 1999, Murray et al., 20001, sophisticated detailed analyses of return signals yield information about basal properties
and processes [Oswald and Robin, 1973, Arcone et al., 1995, Corr et al., 2002, among
others]. Especially the ana,lysis of the upper tens of meters of firn by high resolution
surface-based radar will play a. key role for validation and ground truthing of satellite
data for constraining Antarctic and Greenland mass balance from space with upcoming CryoSat and ICESa,t missions [Wahr et al., 2000, Zwally et al., 20021. Most
applications relat,ed to internal structures, however, still depend on assumptions and
require further information to enable unambiguous data interpretations.
The importancc of accurate interpretations of IRHs for the above applications
in terms of the underlying physical processes has motivated for some time several
studies On forward modeling of radar data, utilizing ice core records of physical
properties. Electrodynamic numerical forward modeling approaches are mainly developed in otlier fields of geophysics [Schoolmeester et al., 1995, LAzaro-Mancilla and
G6mez-Treviiio, 1996, Roberts and Daniels, 1997, Bergmann et al., 19981. However,
in t,hose studies simplistic physical properties are usually attributed to the considered mediae.
In glaciology, two techniques are widely used to derive electric properties along
ice cores: the direct current c~nduct~ivity
can be determined from electric conductivity measurements [Hammer, 19801; the distribution of the dielectric constant a.s
a funct,ion of depth is derived from dielectric profiling (DEP) [Moore and Paren,
19871. While DEP was first designed t o detect volcanic horizons [Moore et al.,
19911 by measuring alternating current conductivity, it meanwhile developed to a
sophisticated high precision method to determine an ice core's complex dielectric
constant [Wilhelms et al., 19981, thus becoming a technique well renown in ice core
analysis [Wolff, 20001.
Earlier approaches for ice core-based forward modeling involving direct comparison of glaciological survey and synthetic radar data, in principle providing the best
means to directiy investigate reflection mechanisms, were only of minor success [e.g.
Moore. 1988, Blindow, 1994, Hildebrand, 1996, Mincrs et al., 1997, Miners, 19981.
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R,easons are mainly shortcomings of ice core data. limited computational resoiirccs!
but also brave assuinptions on t,he chara~t~eristics
of radar data. The recent establishinent of an improved calibrated DEP device for simultaneous measureinents
of the real and imaginary part of the complex dielectric constarit with a precision
in tlie 1% range [Wilhelms, 20001 opened new opportunities to investigate physical
processes leading to electromagnetic reflections. The studies presented here were
significantly motivated by this development.

Towards Synthetic Radargrams
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Starting point is the physical-chemical interpretation of electromagnetic reflections
in cold ice. In this section I present the underlying line of thought,, the red thrcad
so to say, and introduce the approaches a,nd applications dealt with in detail in tlie
different studies a,ttached at the end. The organization and sequential structure of
t,he corresporidirig publications will be summarized in t h e last section.
During several EPICA2 pre-site surveys for selection of a suitable deep drilling
location in Dromiing Maud Land Antarctica, a comprehensive d a t a set was obtairied
oii thc physical and clicmical properties of the upper 100-150 m of ice. High resolut,ion DEP was perforined along three ice cores (B31, B32, and B33), retrieved in
1997198 [Oerter et, al., 20001. These data are t,he essential part of all studies, as the
dielectric propert,ies of the ice cores are assuined to represent the in-situ distribution
in the ice slieet. In the field season 1998199 a traverse connecting the locations of ice
cores drilled in earlier seasons recorded surface-based radar profiles a t different frequeiicies. In 2000101 tliis radar data set was extcnded t o cover especially the region
siirrouiidiiig the deep drilling locatrion a t t,he new Kohnen station and improve earlier part.ly poor data sets. The results achieved during the last years depend on
t,hree key fact,ors: well coordinated field prograins relating ice core drilling and radar
surveys; availability of the precise dielectric profiles in high resohition; development
of munerical rriodels to suit ice radar applications.
Forward modeling of raclargrams based on ice core D E P d a t a is carried out by
utilizing two different methods. namely the convolution and the finite-differente
time-domain (FDTD) approach. The convolution technique requires knowledge of
the elect8romagneticwave speed distribi~t~ion
in the ice, inotivating preliminary studies described first.
-

2.1

Radar- and DEP-based electromagnetic wave speeds

A initial step to cvaluat,e t,he comparability of radar profiles in respect to ice core
information is tlie comparison of traveltime-velocity and travelt~imedepthprofiles
derived from radar con~inon-midpoint,(CMP)surveys at. different frequencies (described in more detail in paragrapli 2.5) wit,li t,hose calculat,ed from ice D E P and
I: Eisen et al.. 20021. Tlie firiding t,hat it is possible t o convert,
density dat,a [PAPER
radar t,raveltimes t,o dept,li with an error of only a few percent,, independently of
'European Project for Ice Coring in Antarctica
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any other than radar information, had the immediate consequence that during thc
expedition EPICA V1 in 2000/01 a number of CMP surveys were carried out in
the vicinity of the new deep drilling location. Although processing of the d a t a is
still under preparation, the regional distribution of radar traveltime-depth transfer
functions will provide important information on the variation of physical properties and will decrease errors involved in calculation of accumulation rates and ice
deformation from radar profiles.

2.2

Convolution technique

Preparatory studies for FDTD forward modeling include implementation of t h e convolution technique. As it only requires a low number of simple calculations which
can be carried out rather fast, it is the means of choice to perform first investigations On interpolation and processing schemes of D E P data sets, evaluate their
significance for forward modeling, and test different radar wavelet parameters.
The convolution approach generally considers the distribution of reflection coefficients with depth to be the impulse response function of the subsurface. Complex
convolution of the source signal with the complex reflection coefficient, determined
from the dielectric impedance contrast of adjacent D E P samples, results in a synthetic radargram.
Although several approximations are involved in the calculation of convolution
radargrams, especially the explicit conversion of the D E P data from depth- t o timedomain, results are already promising in view of the general suitability of the DEP
data for forward modeling. Equally important, they also give first insights into the
nature of electromagnetic reflections. In PAPER
I1 [Eisen et al., 2003~1I demonstrate
the possibility to reproduce prominent IRHs in a radargram by forward modeling
with the convolution technique. Most of them are identified as isochrones, some of
which are related to acidic signals like volcanic eruptions.
In addition to partly successful forward modeling, two important results are
obtained: sensitivity studies with altered DEP d a t a confirm earlier assumptions
that permittivity is indeed the important physical variable causing reflections in the
upper part of the ice sheet; in a number of eases the permittivity signals constituting
the reflections significantly coincide with dominant peaks in the conductivity record,
partly of volcanic origin. indicating that the observed reflections are isochrones.
Despite these important results the question what causes the correlation of chemical
impurities and permittivity, and if acidic layers affect the permittivity of the firn,
cannot be definitely answered.

2.3

Finite-difference t ime-domain technique

Subsequent experiments brought along a milestone for forward modeling of ice penetrating radar surveys: the successful detailed reproduction of survey data by DEPbased numerical FDTD forward modeling [PAPER
111: Eisen et al., 2003dl. The
excellent agreement of synthetic and radar-based results demonstrates the capability of FDTD models to reproduce radargrams from ice core properties to a much
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higher degree than convolution models. This emphasizes the exploitation of radar
data for improved interpretations of glaciological climate proxys and indi~at~es
new
approaches to overcoming limitations of radar survey data.
Advantages of the FDTD technique in comparison to convolution methods 're
the implicit inclusion of electromagnetic wave phenomena occuring during propagation, like multiple reflections, interferences, absorption, geometrical spreading, ray
focusing, phase shifts, etc. However, the performance of FDTD forward modeling
requires a huge number of model points and computing time, complicating simple
implementation. The numerical model is based on a FDTD set of Maxwell's curl
equations [Yee, 19661, implemented on a staggered grid with absorbing boundary
conditions. Its general structure, special requirements for our purposes, and advantages of the developed implementation are describe in detail in appendix A.1.

2.4

Application: synchronization of ice cores

In conjunction with ice core data it is possible to obtain information about the
internal structure of cold ice bodies, important to improve climatic interpretations
in respect to the. past and present glaciated environment. The transfer of agedepth relationships obtained from ice core records is not exclusively bound to polar
IV: Eisen et al.,
regions, but can also be performed at cold alpine drill sites [PAPER
2003a], coming along with information on ice thickness and bedrock topography.
The results show that the general lack of information on the reflector properties
i . e . constituting physical features) decreases accuracies of ice core synchronization,
not only in alpine regions with their more difficult topographical settings, but also
in ice sheets.
An immediate application of the developed DEP-based FDTD forward modeling
technique therefore involves investigations on improving quantitative interpretation
arid utilization of isochrones [PAPER
V: Eisen et al., 2003bl. Inve~tig~tions
include
which errors are related to conventional IRH dating; how accurate the synclironization of ice cores and the e ~ t r ~ p o l a t i oofn ice core properties along IRHs can be
performed; and if the combination of ice core dating and forward modeling of radar
data provides advantages to conventional techniques.
Various methods are utilized, including conventional geophysical techniques to
connect radar data and subsurface features. Novel sensitivity studies performed
with altered ice core records reveal ~ h a r ~ c t e r i s t icomposition
c
of individual radar
reflections. Results demonstrat,e that the error involved in IRH dating in the upper
hundreds of meters of the ice sheet is only slightly larger than the error coming
along with initial ice core dating. The developed concept can be considered a first
step towards extension of the forward modeling approach to deeper regions of the ice
sheet where several physical processes leading to reflections of comparable magnitude
show up.
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Model validation and characteristics of radar survey
data

Comparisons of modeled radargrams with measured radar data require suitable reference traces. These can either be derived from single point, common-offset or
CMP radar surveys. Whereas the first two survey setups are carried out at a fixed
transmitter-receiver distance, stationary in the first case and moving across the
surface in the second, the CMP recording technique, adapted from seismic data
acquisition, provides multifold coverage at several nonzero-offsets, thereby improving signal-to-noise ratio and yielding subsurface velocity information [Garotta and
Michon, 1967, Yilmaz, 19871.
Different radar setups, data processing, and display methods are examined to
evaluate the truth content of synthetic radargrams; for instance, comparing raw
single radargrams, embedding synthetic traces in raw common-offset profiles, or opposing synthetic traces and stacked common-offset data in multi-trace wiggle format.
Results indicate that noise content of individual radar traces in conjunction with the
influence of small scale variability of physical properties impose a severe problem on
V: Eisen et al., 2003b]. This
objective reproducibility of survey radar data [PAPER
is likely an additional reason why forward modeling approaches attempted in the
past only had minor success.
Due to the relatively low signal-to-noise ration and lateral inhomogeneity of
the firn pack it is difficult to locate the arrival time of IRH signals exactly when
considering a single radar trace for comparison with a synthetic radargram. To
decrease the noise content of the radar data for further analysis, and to minimise
the influence of reflections from obstacles at the surface, another approach is based
on creating a single trace radargram by stacking all traces from eleven different
radar profiles located within a radius of 50 m of the borehole under consideration
[PAPER
11: Eisen et al., 2003~1.
It is also possible, and of advantage, to make use of the specific characteristic
111: Eisen et al., 2003dl. Based on the CMP
of the CMP survey setup [PAPER
I: Eisen et al., 20021 a normal moveout correction is applied
velocity model [PAPER
to each trace. Subsequent stacking of all normal moveout corrected traces results
in one single reference trace. Advantages of this technique are the coverage of
the Same stationary center points, ideally at the borehole location, and reduction
of noise from lateral inhomogeneities of the dielectric properties. Success of this
method emphasizes the role of the small scale variation of physical properties during
measurements and lays out a general approach for overcoming these difficulties.

3. Publication Synopsis
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Publication Synopsis

Finally, I want to complement the thematically structured description given above
with a short account on the content of the five papers attached below. The accuracy
of electromagnetic wave speeds'derived from CMP radar surveys is estimated in
PAPERI [Eisen et al., 20021. Comparison with wave speeds calculated from ice
core DEP and density profiles accentuates the benefit to be gained from the CMP
technique for conversion of signal traveltime to depth. Yielding wave speeds that
are only a couple of percent different from those derived from ice core profiles, which
agree within the 1%range, the area-wide application of CMP surveys for improved
radar interpretations is justified.
The successful forward modeling of radargrams by means of the convolution
method from ice core DEP data prepares the ground for the interpretation of reflection horizons in PAPERI1 [Eisen et al., 2003~1.The origin of prominent reflection
horizons is determined, simultaneously proving one of their most important properties, the isochronous character. The study also raises the question where the
observed correlation between permittivity and conductivity is coming from; a significant point for future investigations.
PAPERI11 [Eisen et al., 2003dl demonstrates the possibility to reproduce survey radargrams to a high degree by applying FDTD forward modeling, a major
enhancement to the convolution approach. The results emphasize the importance of
suitable radar processing schemes in equal measure to high quality ice core data and
numerical techniques. Sensitivity runs provide direct evidence for the dominating
role of permittivity changes for electromagnetic reflections in the upper ice sheet.
The last two papers indicate several applications of radar analysis in different environments. The cold alpine saddle Colle Gnifetti (Monte Rosa, Swiss-Italian Alps)
is the stage for investigating the potential of ice penetrating radar to provide mutual
information to ice core data retrieved from cold ice bodies in the mid-latitudes, presented in PAPERI V [Eisen et al., 2003al. The difficult settings in respect to bedrock
topography and flow regime are overcome by sophisticated processing of radar data
and cross-checking with ice core records. Advanced interpretation of the internal
structure is thus accomplished and enables improved climatic interpretations of ice
cores.
Dating of reflection horizons and synchronization of ice cores in Antarctic firn
are evaluated in PAPERV [Eisen et al., 2003bl. This presentation is the linkage
of expertise developed in the above studies and permits immediate application to
climate pursuits. Employing numerical forward modeling yields an improved interpretation of reflection characteristics and ice core signals on a regional scale, thus
reducing misinterpretation of unambiguous reflection horizons. The successful combination of different techniques in the upper part of the ice sheet point out a means
how to gain better insights into the more difficult reflection processes occuring at
greater depths.

A

Related Software

This appendix provides a. short overview of the main software developed for the
studies referred to above. The main part is concerned with the numerical model
EMICE. In addition, I will also briefly describe the module RAMACIN, which is
the essential link between the RAMAC radar system and the DISCO processing
software. Many other stand-alone shell scripts were developed for this thesis. e.g. for
tra,nsformation of data for numerical models and data analyses. Instead of describing
all of them here I decided t o put together a comprehensive CD-ROM for future
applications, including corresponding manuals and t h e source code of executables,
software modules' and shell scripts.

A.1

T5e Finite-Difference Time-Domain Model EMICE

Different schemes were developed over the decades t o employ numerical techniques
for computational electrodynamics. Whereas several approaches are based On wave
equation formulations of only the electric or magnetic field, the algorithm introduced
by Yee [I9661 solves for both electric and magnetic fields in time and space using
the coupled Maxwell's curl equations. This provides a robust basis with several
advantages over other realizations. In this section I describe the physical foundation of the FDTD program EMICE, including governing equations, and outline its
implementation and performance to demonstrate what has been achieved. Details
on the physical interpretations, other implementation approaches, and a variety of
applications can be found in Taflove [1995].

Governing Equations
For a three-dimensional (3D) region in space without electric and magnetic current
sources. but which might have properties for absorbing electric or magnetic field
energy, the relationships between electric and magnetic fields can be given by the
time dependent Maxwell equations in a differential form for a cartesian coordinate
system in MKS units. reading
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Here. E is the electric field vector; 6 is the electric flux density vector;
is the
magnetic field vector; and 6 is the rnagnetic flux density. The electric and magnetic
conduction current densities are given by Je ancl Jm respectively. For the present
application I consider the medium to consist of linear, isotropic, and non-dispersive
materials. Int,roducing the magnetic permeability p' and the electric perrnittivity

E',

two simple proportions relate l
? to

2 and Z) to 2,respectively:

As the assumptions permit the possibility of electric and magnetic losses, dissipating
electromagnetic fields in materials via conversion to heat energy, two equivalent
magnetic and electric currents can be defined to account for the magnetic and electric
loss mechanisms, respectively:

with T being the equivalent magnetic resistivity and 0 the electric conductivity.
Combination of (2) and (3) with substitution into (1) leads us to

This set of six partial differential equations, as

E

=

(Ez, Ey,
E^)and

I?

=

(Hx.
H y , H;,}, forms the basis of the FDTD numerical algorithm for electromagnetic
wave interactions with general 3D mediae [Taflove, 1995, p. 551.
Numerous applications allow the reduction of this 3D set to two dimensions (2D),
assuming that neither the field excitation nor the geometry has any variation in a
distinguished direction. In our case the considered medium is assumed to extend to
infinity in y-direction with no change in the material properties of its transverse cross
section. Furthermore, all partial derivatives in respect t o y are equal to Zero and
can therefore be neglected in the full set (4). In addition to considerably reducing
the model space, thus requiring less CPU memory and computation time. another
effect can be exploited to ease physical considerations. namely the decoupling of
transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE) modes3 [Hohmann, 19881.
For example, the 2D T E mode in respect t,o t,he z-axis involves only Hz, H z and
Ey with the set of equations

9H,
9t

-

i

aEy

U,'

9x

TH,).

Implementation of the operational FDTD model EMICE is based On these equations.
'Note that use of the terms T M and TE varies anlong authors. as different axes are considered
to define transverse.

F i n i t e Difference Formulation: t h e Yee A l g o r i t h m
The algorithm introduced by Yee [I9661 solves for both electric and magnetic fields in
time and space using the coupled Maxwell's curl equations. Both fields are calculated
on different, but interleaved space lattices. The special choice of the space lattices
implicitly enforces Gauss' relations, as every l? component is surrounded by four
circulating H components and vice versa.
Applying standard numerical approximations for differential operators accurate
t o second order in time and fourth order in space ( 0 [ 2 , 4 ] ) ,the components of the 2D
Maxwell's curl equations in T E mode (5) can be rearranged t o yield a formulation
where new values of H z , H z , and Ey at a space point only depend on past values of
H^, H z , and Ey surrounding the space point [e.g. Taflove, 1995, p. 711 (I omit the
full formulation of the FDTD system for brevity). Based on this system of finitedifference equations past values of the complete fields can be used to calculate all
values for the new time step. allowing the simulation of wave propagation in'time.
I m p l e m e n t a t i o n for R a d a r Application
The original core of the Fortran source Code was written for the commercial seismic
and radar analysis P C software REFLEX (Sandmeier Software, Karlsruhe, Germany). For our special purposes, the module had t o be decoupled from the main
program and ported to more powerful UNIX-based architectures. Additional software was written to convert ice core DEP data to the desired numerical model
space, including various mcthods for outlier correction, interpolation, and boundary
conditions.
The transmitter is represented by a infinite electric line source in y-direction
close t o the surface, the y-component of the electric field Ey a t a preselected position
represents the signal recorded at the receiver location. For the operational model,
duration and shape of the source function are determined from air waves of radar
survey data and interpolated t o the model time increment using an Akima spline.
Sensitivity T e s t s for M o d e l Validation
Prior to computations with the operational model numerous sensitivity studies were
carried out. In particular, these included tests of different absorbing boundary
conditions, interpolation schemes for DEP data. and runs with different analytical
and measured source signals. The findings emphasized that operation of the model
at a space increment of 1 cm and time steps of 0.01 ns sufficiently minimizes diffusion
from numerical approximations and still satisfies stability criteria.
Boundary conditions were implemented by an absorbing range with exponential
increase of the imaginary part of the dielectric constant towards the boundary,
ensuring dissipation of the propagating wave. Although this approach artificially
enlarges the model space. implementation of other types of boundary conditions
e . g . Mur- or Bereiige-types) face the problem that the boundary is not in free
space, i.e. the medium displays variations of its physical parameters. Comparison
of synthetic traces with measured radar data produced best results for using the air

wave, i.e. the direct wave between transmitter and receiver, as the source signal.

Data I/O and M o d e l Derivatives
As the original source code required the REFLEX P C program for analyses, new
input-output-(110-)routineshad to be developed to increase efficiency. The large
number of data points required for reproducing measured ice penetrating radar d a t a
requires a fast writing module with a compact output format. I decided to use t h e
extensive netCDF package provided by Unidata (http://www.unidata.ucar.edu), as
it fulfils these requirements and moreover enables easy portation of the program to
different architectures.
Several other subroutines for calculating propagation of Maxwell's equations in
different dimensions and grades of numerical approximations are also implemented
already, including a fully coupled mode in 2D accurate to 0 [ 2 , 2 ] , and in 3D two
fully coupled modes accurate to 0 [ 2 , 2 ]and 0[2,4], respectively. Although sensitivity
studies were performed with all subroutines. only the 2D TE mode representation so
far permits operational studies on the scale necessary t o cover the desired -100 m
vertical column of ice.
C o m p u t i n g R e q u i r e m e n t s a n d Parallelization
First performance test were carried out under Solaris 2.8 on a SUN Blade 100 in a
single processor version and on the 8-processor SGI Origin-2000 system a t AWI using
three processors. The parallel version utilizes OpenMP (http://www.openmp.org)
multi-platform shared-memory programming. As computing time and especially
CPU memory requirements soon reached the physical limits of these systems, it
was decided to implement and further develop the model on the new NEC SX-6
supercomputer a t the Deutsches Klimarechenzentrum (DKRZ. Hamburg, Germany).
With Support from DKRZ staff it was finally possible t o further increase effective
parallelization of the 2D T E model.
Model dimensions for the standard runs for the studies carried out so far [Eisen
[-5 m , 5 m]) arid 120 m in
et al., 2003b,d] are 10 nl in horizontal direction (X
vertical direct,ion ( z E [-20 m , 100 m ] ) , with an isot,ropic space increment A =
0.01 m, a time increment At = 0.01 ns. and 5 m exponential absorbing range.
The total model contains 2.6 X 107 data points. Computation of 1000 11s of wave
propagation with this paraineter set took less than 1 h. required 1.5 GBytes RAM
memory, and 7 h of CPU time a t 3.7 GFlops on 8 cledicated CPUs. According to the
DKRZ. EMICE is currently the program with the best performance 011 the NEC SX6 wit,h almost 30 concurrent GFlops, and is even usecl by DKRZ for benchmarking.

A.2

RAMACIN: DISCO-Module for Importing Radar D a t a

RAMACIN is a module complementing the seismic programming software FOCUS/DISCO version 4.2 (Paradigm Geophysical). I developed it to enable the analysis of radar data recorded with the RAMAC System (Mal; Geoscience, Sweden) in
the standard seismic processing stream utilized at AWI. This section reproduces the
manual page of RAMACIN which should be used in conjunction with the standard
FOCUS/DISCO manuals.
Overview
RAMACIN is an input module for RAMAC radar trace files. RAMACIN assigns
the following trace header entries to the seismic traces input:
The header entries SEGSTR and SEGEND are intended to be uscd for the
insertion of empty traces in profile plots. This should be done to distinguish
between traces from different files of the Same profile.
RAMACIN was compiled for use under Solaris 2.x. Portation to other systems,
e.g. IRIS 64 on the SGI Origin, requires careful checking of the data type byte
assignments.
R e q u i r e m e n t s a n d Restrictions
RAMACIN is an input module, it is not reentrant; i.e., it must not be run more
than once in the same Job. No other input module must be run in the Same Job as
RAMACIN.
Output
Output are the traces in DISCO internal format. Input traces are passed on for
further processing.

P a r a m e t e r Table

Req.
Opt,.
Oot.

1-8

9-48

*CALL
FILRAD
FILRD3

RAMACIN

49-64

General Execution Parameters - Required
I

Req.

1 *CALL

*CALL

I

1 RAMACIN

I

Execution directive.
Columns: 1-8

RAMACIN Program name.
Columns: 9-48

Directive FILRAD

-

Optional

1 FILRAD
I

0

.

FILRAD

1 NAME
I

I

Operation Name.
Columns: 1-8
Name of the input header file (*.rad) to read the parameters
from. The name should include the directory path and the full
name of the input header file, including the extension .rad.
Columns: 9-48
Type of value: Character*40

NAME

Directive FILRD3 - Optional

1 FILRD3
I

Opt.

FILRD3
NAME

I

1 NAME

I

Operation Name.
Columns: 1-8
Name of the input data file (*.rd3) to read the data from.
The name should include the directory path and the f11ll name
of the input data file including the extension .rd3.
Columns: 9-48
Type of value: Character*40
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List of Acronyms

AGC

ALPCLIM
CMP
CO
CPU

DC
DEP

DKRZ
DML
ECM
EM
EMICE
EPICA

FD
FDTD

GPR
IPR
IRH
NM0
RES
RX

SNR
TE
TM
TWT
TX
WE

:

automatic gain control
Environmental and climate records from
high elevation alpine glaciers (EU project)
common-midpoint
common-offset
central processing unit
dielectric constant
dielectric profiling
Deutsches Klimarechenzentrum
Dronning Maud Land
electric conductivity measurements
ele~t~omagnetic
electromagnetic reflections in ice (numerical FDTD model)
European Project for Ice Coring Antarctica (joint ESF/EU project)
finite-difference
finite-difference tiine-domain
ground penetrating rada,r
ice penetrating radar
internal reflection horizon
normal moveout
radio echo sounding
receiver
signal-to-noise ratio
transverse electric
transverse magnetic
two-way traveltime
transmitter
water equivalent
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Electromagnetic wave speed in polar ice:
Validation of the CMP technique with high-resolution
dielectric profilling and 7-density measurernents
Olaf Eisen, Uwe Nixdorf, Frank Wilhelms, and Heinrich Miller
Alfred-Wegener-Institut fÃ¼Polar- und Meeresforschung Bremerhaven, Bremerhaven, Germany

Abstract. The accuracy of the traveltime-velocity and traveltimedepth profile derived from
ground-penetrating radar (GPR) common-midpoint (CMP) surveys at different frequencies is
investigated for the first time ever by direct comparison with the profile calculated from high
resolution dielectric-profiling (DEP) ice core data. In addition. we compare two traveltime
profiles calculated from ice core density data by means of different dielectrical mixture models
with the DEP based profile. CMP surveys were carried out a t frequencies of 25, 50, 100 and
200 MHz near the new European deep drilling site DML05 in Dronning Maud Land, Antarctica,
during the 1998199 field season. An improved scanning capacitor for high resolution DEP and a
7-densiometer for density measurements were used to determine the complex dielectric constant
and the density a t 5 mm increments along the ice core B32, retrieved in 1997198 a t DML05.
The comparisons with DEP and density based velocity series show that the CMP velocity
series are slightly higher, but asymptotically approach the core based velocities with depth.
Root-mean-square differences of the DEP velocity series range between 8% for the 25 MHz
CMP and 2% in the case of the 200 MHz survey. Density based velocities differ from the DEP
velocities by less than 1%. The traveltime-depth series calculated from the interval velocities
show a better agreement between all series than the velocity series. Differences are between 5.7
and 1.4% for the 25 and 200 MHz CMP measurements, and less than 0.6% for the density data.
Based on these comparisons we evaluate the accuracy with which the depth of electromagnetic
reflectors observed in common-offset profiles can be determined and discuss reasons for the
observed differences between CMP- and core based profiles. Moreover we compare the errors
determined from the field measurements with those estimated from GPR system characteristics
to provide a measure that can be used to estimate the accuracy of GPR analyses for the planning
of G P R campaigns. Our results show that CMP surveys are a useful technique to determine
the depth of radar reflectors in combination with common-offset measurements, especially on a
region-wide basis

Introduction
RES devices are used to determine the inner
state of the ice sheet [Fujita et al., 19991, botRadio-echo sounding (RES) is an active re- tom topography [Steinhage et al., 1999; Nzxdorf
mote sensing method that has become a major and Goktaj, 20011, to separate certain thertool for glaciological investigations [Bogorodsky mal regimes [Murray et al., 20001, transfer datet al., 1985). Whereas satellite-borne radar de- ings from ice cores to electromagnetic reflecvices operating in the GHz bands yield informa- tors [Hempel et al., 20001, and get information about the upper few centimeters to meters tion about the accumulation [e.g. Rzchardsonof the ice and snow surface. RES performed in NÃ¤slun et al., 1997; Nereson et al., 2000; Siegert
the MHz to GHz bands is capable to penetrate und Hodgkzns, 20001 and strain history [ Vaughan
up to several tens of meters to kilometers of ice. et al., 1999). Whereas some surveys try t o make

Electromagnetic wave speed hom N P and D E P
use of the frequency dependence of the dielectrical properties [Fujzta et al., 19991, inost applications analyse the depth and shapc of internal reflectors. As the return signals are recorded as a
function of traveltiine of the transmitted radar
pulse, the latter application requires knowledge
of the variation of the wave speed with depth
in order to be able to convert the observed reflections from time to depth doinain.
In this paper we compare the velocity of
electromagnetic wave propagation in ice and
the deduced traveltime-depth relationship derived from four common-midpoint (CMP) surveys carried out at various frequencies at the
site DML05 in Dronning Maud Land (DML),
Antarctica, with results from new high resolution dielectric-profiling (DEP) data and two
simple density based mixture models, the classical Looyenga [I9651 model, which is based on
theoretical considerations, and the empirical fit
derived from field data given by Kovacs et al.
[1995].
Methods have been developed to determine
the velocity-depth function of electroinagnetic
.waves propagating through ice. The most direct method involves the measurement of dielectrical properties along ice cores by ineans of
DEP [Moore and Paren, 1987; Wilhelms et al.,
19981, froin which interval velocities can be
calculated directly. Instead of t,he dielectrical
properties, density profiles of an ice core can
also be used to deterinine the electromagnetic
wave speed froin inixture models [Kovacs et al.,
1995; Richardson-NÃ¤slun et al., 19971.
Indirect techniques are usually carried out
with ground penetrating radar (GPR) systeins,
using different approaches. The down-hole radar
technique makes use of a borehole to record
traveltiines as a function of depth of a reflecting
target Jezek und Roeloffs [e.g. 19831: Clarke and
Bentley [e.g. 19941. Interval velocities can then
be derived froin the transinitter-target-receiver
traveltiine as a function of depth. Although t,his
type of measurement and the subsequent analysis is straightforward and less time consuming
than those referred to previously, it still makes
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use of an existing hole.
A special case of radar wide-angle and reflection measureinents is the coinmon-midpoint
(CMP) survey technique, well known from reflection seismic exploration [Yzlmaz, 19871. As
a n indirect method this technique has beeil
widely applied t o single and multichannel GPR
measurements in recent years [e.g. Fisher et al.,
1992; Hempel et al., 2000; Murray et al., 20001.
The CMP technique makes use of a special linear geometry setup such that the points of reflection at a certain depth remain the same for
all transmitter-receiver offsets. The velocitydepth function can be inferred from the increase of traveltime with offset, assuining nearhorizont,al reflectors.
Whereas the errors involved in calculating
the velocity-depth profile from DEP and density models are rather small, a fair amount of
time and logistic support for retrieving and processing the core is required. CMP measurements, on the other hand, can be carried out
rapidly and with little logistic support. As the
dielectric properties depend in principle on teinperature, the CMP technique has the advantage
t o t,ake the in-situ temperature into account,
compared to ice core data that are processed a t
a n ambient processing teinperature. However,
wavelengths typically On the order of ineters result in lower resolution, and theoretical assuinptions for CMP analysis introduce errors, when
establishing a traveltime-velocity profile from
G P R measureinents. The results of our investigations are used to evaluate the accuracy of
the CMP traveltiine-velocity and traveltimedepth functions with regard to the other methods, and to assess if the lower expenditure in the
field justifies CMP application to deterinine the
depth of electromagnetic reflectors.

Data, Equipment and Methods
Data basis and GPR system
The European Project. for Ice Coring in Antarctica (EPICA) aims to retrieve deep ice cores
froin two different regions of t,he Antarctic ice

Figure 1. Location map of the study area in Dronning Maud Land. The 1998/99 traverse radar
profiles are drawn as solid lines. The location of firn cores at which CMP surveys were carried
out are in bold typescript. The inset displays the location of the study area on the Antarctic
continent.

Table 1. Geometrie setup and wavelet characteristics of the CMP surveys

f

X0

XN

AX

Aice

Aj",

MHz

m

m

m

m

m

290
300
98
70

5.0
4.0
1.0
0.5

6.7
3.4
1.7
0.8

20.1
11.8
8.4
4.2

25
50
100
200

10.0
4.0
1.0
1.0

f : T X , RX antennae frequency
minimum offset
maximum offset
Ax: shot increment
AbCe:wavelength in ice
:,A:
length of transmitted wavlet in ice
(assuming cice = 168 m (,LLs)-')
XO:
XN:
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sheet (Dome Concordia and DML). During the
1998199 EPICA pre-site survey in DML, GPR
measurements were carried out simultaneously
at two different frequencies on a traverse connecting the locations of ice cores drilled in earlier seasons. In addition to more than 4000 km
of common-offset GPR profiles, six CMP measurements were obtained at different frequencies at several borehole locations along the traverse (Figure 1). Most CMP surveys were measured at the site DML05, close to the location of
the forthcoming ice coring, from which a shallow 150 m ice core was retrieved during the
1997198 season. The field processing of the
ice core, hereafter refered to as B32, included
high-resolution DEP and density measurements
[Oerter et al., 2000]. Together with the CMP
data they form the basis for the investigations
carried out in this paper.
The radar measurements were performed with
a commercial RAMAC GPR set of the Swedish
company Mal; Geoscience. The GPR device is
a monopulse bistatic radar system with a maximum sample rate of 200 scansls, a dynainic
range of 150 dB, and can be operated at several
frequencies. The data acquisition is organised
by software from the Same company, using a
Husky PX5 personal coinputer. The antennae
are connected to the control unit via fibre-optics
cables, thus avoiding disturbing interferences of
the transmitted wave with ohmic connectors.
For alJ field measurements discussed here a linear profile line was set up with an aziinuth of
approximately 130Âand -100 m SE of the location of the core B32. Four CMPs were carried
out with anntenna frequencies of 25, 50, 100
and 200 MHz, using 512 stacks per trace and
the geoinetric setup as given in Table 1.

CMP method with GPR
The CMP recording technique is usually employed to improve the signal-to-noise ratio with
redundant recording during reflection seismic
data acquisition [Garotta und Mzchon, 1967;
Yilmaz, 19871, and has also been applied successfully to GPR surveys \Fzsher et al., 1992;
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Greaues et al., 19961. In addition, multifold coverage with nonzero-offset recording yields velocity information about the subsurface. In the
case of single-channel GPR, the redundancy is
achieved by multiple offset coverage of the same
subsurface point with one transinitter-receivcr
pair, positioned at the same distance from the
center of a linear profile. Since the geometry
of the setup is essential for the analysis, the
offset X between both antennae is, for the sake
of simplicity, usually increased in N equidistant
intervals Ax, starting froin a minimum offset xo
up to a maximum offset X^ = xo N Ax.At a
given offset X from the profile center, the traveltime t(x) along the raypath from the transmitter to the depth point and back to the receiver
at the surface is

+

where V is the velocity of the medium above the
reflecting interface, and t(0) is twice the traveltime along the vertical path. Equation (1)
describes a hyperbola in the plane of two-way
traveltime (TWT) vs offset. The difference between the t,wo-way time t(x) at a given offset X
and the two-way Zero offset time t(0) is called
normal moveout (NMO). When t(x) and t(0)
are known, the velocity V can be calculated from
Equation (1). With an estimated NM0 velocity the traveltimes can be corrected to reinove
the influence of the offset, thus turning the reflection hyperbola in the radargrain into a flat
reflector .
To derive an expression for the vertical velocity distribution, assume a lateral homogeneous
medium consisting of J horizontal layers of con.
stant interval velocities u-i. vy, . . . , ~ i The
traveltiine from the transinitter to the depth
point at. the j-th layer and back t.o the receiver
then becoines a function of layer thickness, velocit.y, and higher orders of t,he offset X. The
root-mean-square (rms) velocity urm, down to
the j-th reflector is defined as [Yilmaz, 19871

Trace no.
0

50

100

V
160

(m p1)
200

240

F i g u r e 2. Radargram of a CMP, carried out
with the 200 MHz antennae. aft.er bandpass filtering and applying an automatic gain control,
and t.he corresponding spectrum of the rms velocity, calculated from stacked amplitudes. The
direct wave, the ground wave, and more than 20
reflectors consisting of several phmes are clearly
visible in the radargram. In the velocity spect.rum, the upper 0.18 ns are muted to avoid errors in the calculation from the overlapping of
the first reflection and the ground wave.
where At,(O) is the traveltime through the 2-th
Atk(0). When the offset
layer and t(0) =
is small compared t.o depth, the traveltime can
be approximated by

ai

from the velocity spectrum using a stacked amplitude contour plot (Figure 2). Velocity estimates are not reliable at times greater than
that at which the last coherent reflection occurs (e.g. below 1.2 ps in Figure 2). T o improve the velocity inodel, reflection hyperbolae
are manually fitted t o prominent reflectors in
the radargram by selecting points in t h e vrmS
vs T W T domain. A final check of t h e velocity distribution is performed by investigating
the NMO-corrected radargrams in the offset vs
T W T domain, i.e. if all hyperbolic reflectors are
transformed into flat events. As the final step
we use the TWT-rms-velocity distribution to
successiveley invert Equation (2) to obtain the
interval velocities [ D i x , 19551, which in t u r n are
used to perform the traveltime to depth conversion of the prominent horizons.
High-resolution DEP
The complex relative dielectric constant (DC)
can be writ.ten as

where the real part e' is the ordinary relative
permittivity of the medium. The imaginary
part e" is the dielectric loss factor and can be
ex~ressedm a function of conductivity U , circular frequency W and the permittivity of vacuum
eo, The DC can be determined along a n ice core
Comparing Equations (1) and (3), it can be by means of DEP [Moore und Poren, 19871. An
seen that. in the so-called small-spread approx- improved DEP device developed by Wilhelms
imation, the velocity required for NM0 correc- et al. [1998], essentially a calibrated guarded
tion is equal to the rms velocity.
scanning capacitor, was used at a frequency of
250 kHz to determine the complex DC along the
CMP d a t a processing
ice core in 5 mm increments. The new version
Data processing is carried out using Paradigm of the DEP device has a systematic accuracy of
Geophysical FOCUS version 4.2 software. The about 1% for each complex permittivity comprocessing stream for all measurements includes ponent. Sections with poor core quality, such
bandpass filtering and automatic gain control. m cracks or missing pieces, were removed from
An example for the CMP measured with the the data set.
The electromagnetic wave speed c in snow
200 MHz antennae after these processing steps
is shown in Figure 2. These steps are followed and ice obeys the general equation
by the definition of the trace geometry and a
first estimate of the TWT-rms-velocity profile
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with co being the electromagnetic wave spccd in
vacuum. The DEP measurements indicate that
the conductivity is of the order of 1 0 ' S m 1 .
implying that the imaginary part of the DC calculat.ed from Equation (4) is about two orders
of magnitude smaller than the real part. It can
thus essentially be neglected for determining C
from Equation (5) and the DEP data.
For each point of the DC-depth series we calculate the wave speed, resulting in a velocitydepth distribution. The linear interpolation of
the velocity between the data points and the
subsequent Integration of t,he velocity distribut.ion yields a propagation time for each data
point, which, in analogy t.o the propagation of a
transmittcd radar pulse in ice, can be convertcd
to a T W T .
7-absorption d e n s i t y a n d m i x t u r e
models
In dry icc density is the main factor affecting the real part of the DC [Robzn et al., 19691.
With the use of a mixture model that relates
the ice density to the DC it is therefore possible to calculate the electromagnetic wave speed
from the ineasured density. In addition to the
DEP device, t,he measuring bench hosts a 3densiomet.er as well, allowing quasi simultanc011s measurements of t.he DC and density. The
density of the core, being an air-ice mixture,
was recorded in 5 mm increments with an accuracy of 10 kg m 3 . corresponding to -1.1% for
solid ice [Wilhelms, 20001. For the application
of t.he 7-density to calculating the wave speed
two relations are considered that connect density and per~ni~tivity:
the inodel by Looyenga
[I9651 and t.he relation given by Kovacs et al.
[1995].
Looyenga [I9651 derived a relation that connects density and permittivity of a constant
mixture from a theoretical inodel. Application
to polar ice yields an expression for the permittivity of the mixture:

= 3.17 is the permittivity and pice =
Here,
917 kg m 3 is the density of ice [Robin et al.,
19691.
The empirical formula published by Robin
et al. [I9691 was improved by Kovacs et al.
[I9951 by comparing field mcasurements of t h e
DC with densit.y. Their study leads t o the relation
e' = (1 0.845p)',
(7)

+

with a standard error of 2~0.031for e' (-1% for

Gel.
Using the 7-density-depth series together
with Equations (6) and (7) provides two series
for e' of the mixture. These are used to determine the velocit,y from Equation (5) and the
T W T as explained for the DEP measurements.

Comparison of the
Electromagnetic Wave Speeds
The CMP-processing sequence is performed
for each of the four CMP measurements. Together with the DEP and density based interval
velocity distributions, this resulk in seven different data sets for the TWT-interval velocity
and TWT-dept,h distributions for the site of
t,he ice core B32. For the sakc of brevity the interval velocity is referred 1.0 as velocity, as only
the interval velocities are considered.
I n t e r v a l velocity
The spakial resolution of the three methods,
DEP, mixture inodel and CMP analysis, varies
bet.ween 5 min for the ice core data t o several
tens of inet.ers for the 25 MHz-CMP measurement (Table 1). In order to estimate the accuracy of the inethods, it is appropriate to smooth
t.he ice core based data series as follows.
The DEP and 7-densky velocities are resampled with a linear interpolation on an equidistant sample interval of 1 ns, and then smoothed
with a cosiue time domain filter with a filter length of 0.2 ps. The C U P velocities are
plot.ted On mid-interval points and connected
by straight lines representing a linear velocity

gradient. Except for the 25 MHz-CMP thc
Course of the velocities with TWT show a similar trcnd for all three methods, assymptotically
approaching the wave speed of bubble free ice
of 168 in ( p i (Figure 3 ) . The velocities derived from the 25 MHz-CMP are systematically
higher by -10 in ( p s ) ' than the core measurements. Although the 50 and 100 MHz-CMP
differ from the core measurements by u p t o
10 m (ps)" a well, their agreement is better as
they approach the latt.er to within 5 m (PS)"
below 1.1 PS. The 200 MHz-CMP compares
best with t h e core measurements, with maximuin difference of 6 m ( p s ) l . However, its
velocity gradient is systematically larger, the
velocities being generally higher above 0.35 p s
and smaller below. The velocities derived from
the three different types of core measurements
agree very well, with differences mainly in the
upper 0.3 ps and below 1.1 ps.
To quantitatively estimate the differences of
the seven data sets and to account for the different resolution of the methods it is useful t o consider the rins differences of the velocity curves.
As the DEP method has the highest accuracy
and resolution, t h e filtered DEP velocitiy profile is used t o define a standard velocity series
The relative rms differences of the veloc, calculated by the equation
ities u ~ , ,are

200 MHz

Core data:

DEP
Looyenga (1965)
Kovacs and others (1995)

160

180

200

220

240

Velocity (rn PS-')

Figure 3. Two-way traveltime (TWT) vs velocit,y calculated from the CMP and ice core
data. as described in the text. The raw velocity profile calculated froin DEP measurements
is plotted in light grey to illustrate the different
resolutions and the effect of the filtering procedure. The vertical line at 168 m ( p lindicates the electromagnetic wave speed in solid
ice.

where vint., is the considered series of length N
and vEfy is the standard velocity series which
is again resampled at the locations j of t h e considered series.
For the CMP velocities, the absolute rms
differcnces vary between 7.8 and 1.8% for t h e
25 and 200 MHz-CUP, respectively (Table 2).
T h e C U P rms differences show a trend t o decrease with increasing frequency and number
of data points. The relative rms differences between the averaged density based velocities and
the standard velocities are 0.7 and 0.3% for the
Looyenga [I9651 and the Kovacs et al. [I9951
inixture models, respectively.
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T a b l e 2 . Root-mean-square differences of CMP and "yabsorption
density data sets in relation to the standard DEP series
CMP/density
data set

Number of
data points

25 MHz
50 MHz
100 MHz
200 MHz
Looyenga (1965)
Kovacs and others (1995)
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7.8
3.0
5.1
1.8
0.7
0.3

5.7
2.2
3.7
1.4
0.6
0.1

,

smoothed out (Figure 4).
In analogy t o Equation (8) we calculate the
relative rms difference a, between the TWT-----.-- depth series of the different data sets and the
standard TWT-depth series. For the definition
CMP data:
5 MHz +
of the standard depth series z0^ as well as the
0 MHz -Vcalculation of G we apply the Same resampling
0 MHz -0and filtering as described above. The relative
0 MHz Ã‘*
rms differences of the CMP TWT-depth functions are smaller than those of the relative rms
velocity differences (Table 2). They decrease
from 5.7% for the 25 MHz-CMP to 1.4% for the
200 MHz-CMP. Although the general t,rend is
still that the rms difference decrease with increasing frequency, the 50 MHz CMP shows
0
20 40 60 80 100 120 140
smaller differences than the one ineasured at
Depth (m)
100 MHz. The rms differences calculated froin
F i g u r e 4. Two-way traveltime (TWT) vs the DEP and the Looyenga [l965] and Kovacs
depth calculated by integrating the velocity et al. [I9951 inixture inodels are 0.6 and 0.1%,
respectively.
profiles.
Core data:

DEP
Looyenga (1965)
Kovacs and others (1995)

----

T i m e t o d e p t h conversion

Discussion

The TWT-depth relation is needed to convert the picked traveltimes of prominent reflectors detected in cominon-offset profiles to depth
domain. As the TWT-depth relation is calculated by integrat.ing the interval velocities, ininor differences between the different profiles are

There could be several reasons for the observed discrepancies in the TWT-velocity and
TWT-depth profiles froin the different methods. In order t o provide a quantitative uncertainty for the GPR measureinents, individual
errors arising from theoretical approxiinations

and measuremcnt devices are estimated to ex- the internal reflectors do not alter the TWTdepth function significantly.
plain the observed errors.
The derivation of the hyperbolic Equation (3)
In general the CMP velocities appear to be
higher than the velocities calculated from DEP presumed that the small-spread approximation
and -1-densit,y data. A systematic overestima- is valid, i.e. that the offset is small compared
tion of velocities has also been noticed in former to depth. However, this prerequisite is violated
investigations [Jezek und Roeloffs, 1983; Morey for all CMP analyses for the uppermost reflecund Kovucs, 1985). Whereas instrument re- tors. and above 100 m for the 25 and 50 MHzlated tiining errors are made responsible for de- CMP, thus explaining the observed trend that
viations from laboratory measurements carried differences between CMP and DEP velocities
out by Jezek and Roeloffs [1983], Morey und are larger for smaller depth.
Kouucs [I9851 attribute observcd differences in
Other contributions to the observed differtraveltimes to curved ray paths, resulting from ences arise from the CMP survcys. D u e t o
the refract.ion of t,he propagating radar pulse at the decrease in resolution with increasing waveboundaries of a. changing DC, which is not ac- length the best agreement with the DEP procounted for in the hyperbolic Equation (3). In file results from the fitting of 22 individual hyour case, timing crrors can be rnled out as the perbolae in the 200 MHz-CMP, whereas only 6
device and the data were checked by various hyperbolae are available for the 25 MHz-CMP.
ineans. If a curved ray path would be responsi- Lateral variations of the physical properties in
ble, t.hcn a deviation of the same order should the upper few meters of the ice sheet could conbe obscrved for all CMPs. Especially the good tribute to deviations, likewise might the simagreement of the 200 MHz-CMP with the core ple separation of the borehole location B32 and
based profiles refute this explanation.
the CMP center point by 100 m. However, the
When dipping layers are present, the ob- quantitative influence of lateral inhomogenities
served reflections of a low velocity event can- can only be investigated by time consuming
not be distinguished froin a high velocity event multi-channel G P R survey geometries [Fzsher
with horizontal layering without further infor- et al., 1992; Greuues e t ul., 19961.
mation [Yzlmuz, 19871. To check wlietlier the
The differences in the various TWT-depth
assuinption of a horizontal subsurface geome- functions result directly from the time-to-depth
t.ry is justified in our case, prominent reflectors and depth-tc-time conversion of the interval vewere picked from two cominon-offset G P R sur- locities from the CMP and core measureinents,
veys carried out with the 200 MHz antennae, respectively. Because of the smoothing effect
crossing at the location of B32. The detected of the velocity Integration the rms differences
reflectors are found to dip by some 4" relative decrease (Table 2). To determine the accuracy
to the surface around 1.1 ps and by less than of the depth of a reflector observed in the time
1' near 0.6 ps within 2 km of B32. As the domain, it. is important to consider the errors
CMP profiles were obtained approximately per- involved with the picking of reflector phases.
pendicular to the gradient of the internal layers, Different phases of prominent reflectors can be
dips of 4
' and 1' ca.use t.he rms velocities used separated in the radargram, making it possible
for SM0 correction to be 0.25% and less than to determine the time at which the first phase
0.1% higher than the t.rue velocities, respec- occurs to within one half-cycle. Investigations
tively [ Y i l m a z , 19871 (i.e. the interval veloci- of the direct waves show that t,he transmitted
ties are slightly overestimated). These changes radar pulse wavelets a t all frequencies consist
are smaller than the rms differences calculated of more than eight half cycles, each of which
above and only affect velocities below -60 m. 1s about A/2 long Most of the energy of the
We therefore conclude that the slight dipping of wavelets are located in the first four half cycles,
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except for the 25 MHz pulse, wlierc tlie main
energy is dist,ributed among six half cycles.
During propagation howevcr, the transmitted
wavelet is distorted due to several mechanisins,
t.he most import,ant being interferences at different, closely spaced tliin layers [Clough,19771.
In addition, cspecially at longer traveltimes. tlie
energy decay due to geometric spreading and
absorption is too large to be able t,o resolve the
most energetic part of the wavelet. Considering
these factors we concludc tliat the accuracy of
the traveltiine a t which a refiect,or occnrs can
only be determined to about half t.he length of
t.he energetic half-cycles of the wavelet. For the
systein used in tliis study, t.his means that, the
real T W T of an reflector detected with the 200.
100 and 50 MHz antennae is accurat.e to wit.hiri
A (0.8, 1.7, 3.4 m), and
JA (10 m) for the
25 MHz ant.ennae.
The T W T t o depth conversion On tlie basis of CMP surveys yields additional errors between 1.4 an 5.7%. For a reflector at a depth of
100 111 detected at 200 MHz, this corresponds
to an error of 1.4 in because of the uncertainty
of the 200 MHz-CUP, and 0.9 m due to the
shape of tlie wavelet and the processes involved
during reflcctions. For the 25 MHz measurenients, these errors increase to 5.7 and 10.5 m.
respectively. Applying the relation by Kovacs
et al. [I9951 to density profiles to calculate the
TWT-depth relation procluces a slightly better agreement \vith tlie DEP data t.han using
t11c theoretical model by Looyenga [1965]. Although the high resolution DEP technique is
tlie most direct and accurate way to determine
tlie perinittivit.y, the systematic nature of tlie
ineasureinent error implies that. the error of a
single data point of 1% remains valid for thc
whole TWT-depth profile [ Wilhelms, 20001.
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and range between 1% for DEP, 1-2% for dcnsity based mixture models, and between 1.5 and
6% for CMP surveys. In general it can be statcd
t.hat the errors introduced by the time to dept,h
conversion wit,h a CMP analysis are of the Same
order as those related to thc picking of refiect,ion times.
The overall accuracy in depth of a reflector
is determined by the wavelength and the shape
of the wavelet of the transmitted pulse a n d the
uncertainty of the met,hod used for time-depth
conversion. Wit,h the choice of an adequat high
resolution of t h e G P R system, less than 4 in in
our st,udy, total errors range between 2 a n d 6%
for depths around 100 m. However, errors could
be as high as 12% when the wavelength is increased and t.he transinittcd wavelet reaches a
considerable fraction of the observation depth.
This iinplies t h a t higher frequencies should be
used for the CMP surveys t o resolve the velocity
changes, most of which ta.ke place in the uppcr
60-80 m of the ice column. To get bet,ter insight,
into t,he processes coming along with electromagnetic reflections, it is necessary to carry out
further investigations: e.g. by means of numerical calculations based On the measured coinplex
DC. The comparison with real radargrains will
provide the opportunity to derive inore accurat,e estimations of t,he errors involved.
We conclude that the CMP method is snitable for estimating the depth of radar reflectors with sufficicnt accuracy. Compared t o ice
core measurements, it is a time saving technique, simple t o be carried out, and does not
require extensive logistics. CMP surveys are
thus a useful tool to acquire rcgion wide inforination of velocity distributions and t i m e d e p t h
relations, worth t o become a standard application for glaciological GPR investigations.
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Identifying isochrones in GPR profiles from DEP-based
forward modeling
Olaf Eisen, Frank Wilhelms, Uwe Nixdorf. and Heinrich Miller
Alfred-Wegener-Institut fÃ¼Polar- und Meeresforschung Bremerhaven, Bremerhaven, Germany

Abstract. Isochronic continuous horizons between 20 and 90 m depth in a ground penetrating
radar (GPR) profile, recorded in Dronning Maud Land, Antarctica, are identified by comparison
of synthetic and measured single radar traces. The measured radargram is derived from a
stacked GPR profile. the synthetic radargram is computed by convolution of the complex
reflection coefficient profile, based on dielectric profiling (DEP) data of a 150 m ice core, with
a depth invariant wavelet. It reproduces prominent reflections of the measured radargram t o
a considerable degree. Analysing matching peaks in both radargrams enables us to identify
isochronic reflections and transfer individual volcanic event datings to t,he G P R profile.
Reflections are primarily caused by changes in permittivity, changes in conductivity are of minor
importance. However, several peaks in permittivity and conductivity show a good correlation
and indicate that some reflections are related to acidic layers. The results demonstrate t h e
possibility to reproduce radargrams from ice core property profiles, a necessary step for t h e
interpretation of remotely sensed radar data, and the general significance of connecting ice core
and radar data for correct interpretations. Problems related to forward modeling, data gaps,
origin of permit.tivity peaks. and G P R profiles used for comparison, are discussed.

Introduct ion

Electromagnetic (EM) waves penetrating the
ice are partially reflected at boundaries where
The European Project for Ice Coring in Ant- the complex dielectric constant changes, mainly
arct,ica (EPICA) aims at retrieving two deep caused by variations in ice density and chemical
ice cores in different regions of the Antarctic composition. Assuming that a continuous interice sheet. Drilling a t Dome Concordia is per- nal reflection horizon (IRH) corresponds t o an
formed since 1996.the second deep drilling op- isochronous layer. tlie spatial variation of layer
eration started in 2001 a t the new Kolinen sta- depth provides information on variations in t,he
tion in Dronning Maud Land (DML), near the accumulation rate and changes due to ice sheet
site DML05. Variations in the spatial distri- dynamics.
bution of precipitation and ice sheet, dynamics
Dating of IRHs is achieved by converting
make it necessary to use additional information GPR profiles from traveltime to depth domain,
for accurate interpretation and extension of ice using EM velocity-depth relations [Jezek und
core dat,a t.0 neighboring regions. Spatial accu- Roeloffs, 1983;Clarke and Bentley, 1994;Richmulation rates can be obtained from Snow pits, ardson-Naslmd et al.. 1997;Hempel et al., 2000;
shallow ice cores, and spaceborne remote sens- Eisen et al., 20021,and transfer age-depth reing [ S o m m e r et al., 2000;KarlÃ¶ et al., 2000; lations, usually obtained from Snow pits or ice
W a h r et al., 2000; Zwally et al.. 20021. The cores [ O e d e r et al., 1999;S o m m e r et al., 20001,
interpretation of the internal ice sheet struc- t.o prominent IRHs. Other studies demonture in terms of accumulation rates can be ac- strated the direct connection between volcanic
complished by ground penetrating radar (GPR) events and IRHs [e.g. Miliar, 1981;Bogorodsky
surveys [Richardson-Nislund et al., 1997:Nere- et al.. 1985;Szegert, 1999;Hempel et al., 2000]:
son et al., 2000; Siegert and Hodgkzns. 2000; but so far a direct comparison between synKanagamtnam et al.. 20011,
thetic radargrams based On ice core data and

measured radargrams is still pending [Moore,
1988; Miners et al., 19971.
In this study we demonstrate the possibility to reproduce prominent IRHs in a G P R radargram by forward modeling, identify most as
isochrones, some of which are related to acidic
signals, like volcanic eruptions, and transfer the
dating to continuous horizons in a GPR profile. The data were obtained during several
EPICA pre-site surveys in DML. In 1998/99,
numerous G P R profiles were recorded. connecting the locations of ice cores drilled in earlier seasons. High resolution dielectric profiling (DEP) along the ice core B32, retrieved a t
DML05 in 1997198 [Oerter et al., 20001, forms
the basis for calculating synthetic radargrams
with a general frequency domain convolution
using a depth invariant wavelet.

Due to the relatively low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and lateral inhomogeneity of t h e firn
pack. it is difficult to locate the arrival time of
IRHs exactly when considering a single G P R
trace for comparison with a synthetic radargram. To increase the SNR of the GPR data
for further analysis, and to minimise the influence of reflections from obstacles a t the surface.
e.g. a weather station and meta1 stakes, we create a single trace radargram, Sum, used for
later comparison, by stacking all traces from
eleven different GPR profiles located within a
radius of 50 m of B32. Before stacking, the
traces are shifted to the primary signal of the
direct air wave, resampled at a sample rate of
0.5 ns. After stacking and dewowing, a 100 ns
AGC filter is applied to the trace to correct
for device related DC components, geometric
spreading, absorption, etc.

G P R Survey Analysis

Forward Modeling of Radargrams

Common-offset GPR measurements were performed with a commercial 200 MHz monopulse
bistatic RAMAC system (Mal; Geoscience, Sweden). The antennae were mounted on a sied
and pulled by a skidoo at an average speed of 8
km h l . passing the borehole location B32 in a
distance of a few decimeters; a distance meter
trigged the transmitter pulse at an interval of
1 m. Each trace consists of 8 vertically stacked
pulse recordings of a 1500 ns two-way traveltime (TWT) window containing 2400 samples.
Tracking of coherent patterns in adjacent
traces makes it possible to identify prominent
reflectors in processed GPR profiles (Figure 1 ) .
Processing includes 5-fold horizontal stacking,
bandpass filtering. and automatic gain control
(AGC). Conversion from T W T to depth domain is achieved by applying a velocity-depth
distribution derived from common-midpoint measurements (CMP) [Eisen et al., 20021. In the
resulting profile. numerous continuous prominent IRHs can be identified below 20 m depth,
each between 1.5 and 3 m wide. They will be
referred to later when comparing G P R and synthetic radargrams

The forward modeling of impulse measurements generally considers the distribution of
reflection coefficients with depth t o be the impulse response function of the subsurface. The
convolution of the transmitted signal with the
impulse response function results in the recorded
trace, as described in the following section.

Ice core DEP data
The complex relative dielectrical constant
can be written as

where the real part e' is the ordinary relative
permittivity of the medium. The imaginary
part e" is the dielectric loss factor and can be
expressed as a function of conductivity (T, angular frequency W , and the permittivity of vacuum
Â£0 The last expression defines the loss tangent,
tan S = e"/et.
Along an ice core, e can be determined by
means of DEP [Moore und Puren, 19871. An
improved DEP device developed by Wilhelms
et al. [1998], and further refined by Wilhelms
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Figure 1. Example for a filtered, stacked, and gain corrected G P R profile, recorded with unshielded 200 MHz antennae. The profile runs from the drill site B32 a t DML05 to DML15. traces
were recorded every meter. Dominant horizons are labelled A-H and indicated by arrows, depth
is in respect to the 1998 surface. The vertical line in the upper part near km 32 is caused by a
hardware failure of the system
[2000], essentially a calibrated guarded scanning capacitor, allows the simultaneous measurement of both components of e. This device
was used at a frequency of 250 kHz to determine e along the ice core B32 in A z = 5 mm
increments with a systematic accuracy of about
1% and a statistical error of -0.1% for each
component, and an accuracy of 1 cm in depth
(Figure 2). The depth error results from the
positioning of the 1 m long core sections in the
measuring bench
Several schemes to reject sections with poor
core quality, and thus false DEP data. were investigated. The best compromise between least
rejection and least disturbed convolution signals are obtained by calculating running mean
and standard deviation within a 2.5 m window
along the core. DEP values that show a permittivity which is more than one standard deviation below the window mean are rejected.
as the lower permittivity values are most likely
caused by cracks in the ice.

Following this procedure. about 3.5% of the
DEP data with an average section length of
2 cm had to be removed in the upper 100 m
of the core. In total, 4.5% of the DEP d a t a is
missing.
The complex reflection coefficient
The complex reflection coefficient at a n interface of two mediae with different dielectrical properties is determined by their complex
impedance contrast. The reflection coefficient
of two adjacent layers with complex dielectric
constants ek and e1,+1 measured a t depths k A z
and (k + l ) A z , respectively, is given by

which can be separated and rearranged to obtain R L i and R;+$as a function of lekl, lek+ll,

& and 5k+1. The index k + means that the
corresponding depth value for R is t,he mean
depth of both d a t a points. i.e. (k + 3 A z .
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Figure 2. Depth distribution of the measured ordinary relative permittivity E', dielectric loss
factor E", scaled to 200 MHz. density variation 6p. the real part R' of the complex reflection
coefficient, and name and date of identified volcanic events of the ice core B32. The density
variation is calculated from 7-absorption measurements, corrected for core breaks, in respect to
the boxcar filtered mean density of a 5 m window. The wide grey horizontal bars labelled A-H
on the right indicate the depth and vertical extent of the most prominent reflection horizons in
the GPR profile (Figure 1) near B32, corrected to the 1998 surface. The narrow grey horizontal
bars indicate gaps in the DEP data record.

Isochrones in GPR profiles
Several tests show that gaps larger than several Az produce too low reflection coefficients
when using a linear Interpolation, and too large
reflection coefficients when applying different
n
To avoid artificial
spline i n t e r ~ o l ~ t i oschemes.
values, the DEP data is lincarly interpolated in
gaps that are 3Az in length or smaller, and
R is calculated from Equation (2). If the gap
length exceeds this limit, R is set to 0 (Figure 2). We consider this to be a more accurate
way of treating missing DEP data than to interpolate e on an equidistant grid before calculating the reflection coefficient, as the change in e
is more important than the actual value. Support for this procedure Comes from test runs
with downsampled DEP data, as with a new
5Az significant changes
sample interval of
in the reflection characteristics are already evident.
Analogous to the T W T of a reflected radar
pulse in ice, a propagation time for each data
point of the R(&) series can be calculated from
the in-situ EM wave speed, C=@/\@, with CQ
being the wave speed in vacuum. The resulting non-equidistant series is then projected onto
an equidistant grid by means of a linear interpolation and a time increment At = Az/c,,..,=
29.7 ps, yielding the series â ‚ ¬ ( A(At is the
time necessary for an EM wave to propagate
the DEP sampling distance of 5 mm in ice with
cLo,=1.68X 108 ms-I [Bogorodsky et al., 19851).
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Radar wavelets
Numerous authors emohasise the crucial role
of the transmitted radar wavelet for forward
modeliiig of radargrams and GPR processing
[Moore, 1988; Arcone et al.. 1995; Hzldebrand,
19961. We investigate several wavelets from
raw GPR dat,a, among which are the direct
air wave. reflections from the ice shelf-water
boundary. and sever al internal reflections. Although the EM reflections from the ice shelfsea water boundary represent a close image of
the original reflected pulsed. this wavelet only
partly reproduces reflections in the upper 30 m
of the ice using DEP data. Reasons are most
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Figure 3. (a) Time domain signals and (b)
power spectrum of the raw data wavelet (thin
dashed line with triangles) determined from an
internal reflection. and the interpolated resampled wavelet used for the convolution (thick
line).

likely the different physical in-situ properties in
the upper layers of the ice shelf in comparison
to the site DML05 on the polar plateau. The
wavelet was recorded near Neumayer station,
with refroxen meltwater at the surface and solid
ice underneath. Thus, absorption. dispersion,
phase shifts etc. lead to a different wavelet
shape, and thus to different reflections. Best
results are obtained with a wavelet determined
from a strong internal reflection recorded during a CMP survey near DML05, which is resampled using an Akima spline interpolation a t
2048 equidistant points and a time increment
At as above (Figure 3). This results in the
wavelet series W(At) we use for further calculations.

Amplitude

Power

Amplitude

F'requency domain convolution
The convolution of the wavelet series W(At)
with the reflection coefficient series R(At), i.e.
SDEP
= W * R, is carried out in the frequency
domain by multiplying their Fast Fourier Transforms. The resulting synthetic DEP radargram
SDEp(At) is transformed to depth by applying
the inverse TWT-depth conversion introduced
above

Results
Isochrones are layers of equal age that obtained a similar characteristic a t the surface
on a regional scale. which is sustained during
vertical advection and deformation. The accurate dating of G P R profiles requires the identification of isochronic IRHs, which can best be
achieved by identifying matching peaks in the
measured GPR and synt.het,ic DEP radargrams.
If the peaks are related to chemical origin, the
corresponding IRHs are isochrones, and, in the
case of volcanic events. the dating can be transferred to the G P R profile. As firn age is monotonically increasing with deph. adjacent layers
which are parallel to isochronic IRHs have to be
isochrones as well. In the following we will carry
out. this procedure for the prominent IRHs selected in Figure 1.

Convolution

GPR

Figure 4. Variable amplitude wiggle plot of
(left) and
the synthetic DEP radargram SDEP
the measured gain corrected G P R radargram
SGPR(right). In the middle, the squared envelopes of each radargram are shown, with the
power of SmP increasing to the left and SGPR
increasing to the right. The G P R signal is corrected to the 1998 surface, the first 3 m have
been muted because of the influence of the direct and ground wave. A 10 cm wide mean
boxcar filter has been applied t o the envelopes
to increase clarity. Wide grey bars in the right
half labelled A-H indicate prominent reflection
horizons in the GPR profile (Figure l ) , narrow
grey bars in the left half indicate gaps in the
DEP data (Figure 2).

DEP vs. G P R radargram
For the direct comparison of both radargrams we use their squared envelopes, which
are proportional to energy. calculated from the
single trace radargrams. Due to the influence
of the direct air and ground wave as well as

Isochrones in GPR profiles
antenna ringing, signals with a T W T < 50 ns
( 10 m) are neglected in the following comparison.
Most prominent IRHs in the GPR profile
(events A-H, Figure 1) are visible in SGPRas
strong peaks (Figure 4). Some, however, have
rather small amplitudes (e. g. event E), but can
nevertheless be clearly identified as continuous
signals in the GPR profile.
In general, the power envelope of the synthetic trace SDEpshows a good agreement in
numerous incidents with the power envelope
of SGpR,enabling the identification of distinct
reflections. However, some outliers are also
present On either side. Matching partners of
comparable size to the G P R envelope are visible in the DEP envelope for events A, B, C, F ,
and G. A very good agreement, even in phase
structure, exists for events A, F. and G. Events
B and E have SDEPenvelope peaks of only
about half the width of the SGPRsignal, and
their maxima are shifted by 0.5 and -1.0 m, respectively. For events C and F, the directly
matching envelope peak is of Same size. but
while event C is preceded by a stronger signal
which is not visible in SGPR,event F is followed
by one. A direct partner in SDBPis missing for
event D, and the peak in SDEpis smaller in size
and with a slightly shifted maximum for event
H, but still comparable in phase. The most obvious outliers in SDEPoccur a t 16.5, 49, and 64
m. We now discuss probable reasons for these
differences.
Q u a l i t a t i v e e r r o r analysis
Numerous factors affect the shape of the
synthetic and the recorded radargrams. The
most obvious problems are missing DEP data,
strongly altering interference patterns of reflected wave trains, and the presence of noise
in the G P R profiles.
Comparison studies with single GPR traces
or snlall ensen~blesof stacked traces were only
partly successful. The G P R processing sequence described above makes use of coherent positions of reflecting horizons with depth

within a radius of 50 m around B32, i.e. time
shifts during the recording due to surface of reflector roughness are smaller than half a wavelength (0.5 m for c=2.0 X 10' ms-I). Although
stacking of more than 500 traces significantly
increases the SNR and emphasises dominant
horizons, weaker signals might be destroyed.
The original DEP data, on the other hand,
represents a point measurement. which therefore has a low SNR, but a high vertical resolution. Lateral inhomogeneities are present, especially in the upper part of the firn, where sastrugis are still distinguishable and might lead
to a different reflectivity over one Fresnel Zone
than calculated from the DEP data. Moreover,
parts of the d a t a are missing, and cannot b e interpolated easily without introducing artificial
reflection properties. Gaps of a few centimeters in length might already result in the loss
of considerable Information on reflectivity. For
example, four gaps with a total length of 8 cm
occur within event D. Three of these gaps occur at points where e seems to change significantly, suggesting that the strong peak of SGpR
a t 45.5 m lacks a matching peak in SDEPbecause of wrong values for R. Likewise, event H
is interrupted in the DEP data by five gaps.
An additional cause for differences of both
radargrams Comes along with the convolution
scheme. In general, the propagating wave changes shape due t o dispersion effects, and a complex reflection coefficient causes phase shifts at
each layer boundary. The use of a constant
wavelet neglects both processes. Sensitivity
runs with different wavelets indicate that the
reflection characteristics for longer traveltimes
depend on the wavelet choice, e.g. with a different signal the single DEP reflection a t 86 m is
st,rongly reduced in magnitude and becomes a
multi peak signal. Moreover interferences due
to multiple reflections are not accounted for by
a simple convolution. This could be the reaso11 for the sharp peaks in SDEPat 49 and 64
m, which d o not have any peak in SGPR-The
broad peak between 16.0 and 17.5 m. on the
other hand is matched by two much smaller and

cal impurities and permittivity; do acidic layers
affect the permittivity of the firn?
We rule out measurement artifacts related
to the relaxation frequency of ice, as t h e DEP
processing scheme has been extensively tested
in this respect [ Wilhelms, 20001. In some cases,
e. g. the Coseguina (1835,21.7 m) and Tambora
(1815, 23.8 m) events, the 7-absorption density
record shows distinct peaks in density as well.
In the case of the adjacent unknown eruption
(1809, 24.5 m), a comparable peak in density
is missing (Figure 2). The DEP-based density
at the same depth, calculated with the complex
mixing model [Wilhelms, 20001, i. e. corrected
for dielectrical mixing of density and conductivity of the complex e of firn, shows t h e Same
pattern. This indicates that the correlations between acidic peaks in conductivity, permittivPhysical origin of reflections
ity, and density is not systematic, but t h a t difTo reveal the physical origin of the observed ferent mechanisms are present, as pointed out
matching synthetic reflections, we perform two by Fujzta et al. [2000].
sensitivity studies. For the calculation of the
The simplest explicative process is of mesynthetic radargram S p of the first study, e" teorological origin, e. g. accumulation coming
is smoothed with a 20 m boxcar mean filter. along with unusual circulation patterns, iner is left unchanged. For the second study, recreasing chemical impurities and changing Snow
sulting in S k p ,selected individual peaks in e r , properties simultaneously. Nevertheless, comthat show a correlation with conductivity sig- plex dielectrical mixing between the air and
nals a t Same depths, are smoothed and er' is left snow phase, changes in the firn lattice, or prounchanged.
tonic defects, related to chemical impurities,
The synthetic radargram S L is quasi iden- might play a role at different frequencies, retical to the original SDEP.The second study quiring further investigations On the microphysdemonstrates that amplitudes of reflections in ical level.
S^pp are 1-2 orders of magnitude smaller than
prominent peaks in SDEPa t the same depth. Identifying isochrones
Moreover, because of the increased variabilThe ice core B32 has been dated by countity of the conductivity record, the position of
reflections in S h p show a less clear agree- ing annual layers in various chemical records
ment with SGpn.i.e. they cannot explain the [ S o m m e r et al., 20001, and volcanic events have
and SGpR. been identified by GÃ¶kta [2002] by a combinaobserved matching IRHs of Sm
These results confirm earlier findings [Moore, tion of annual layer counting, nss-sulphate con1988; Hildebrand, 1996; Miners et al.. 19971 centrations. and identified HZS04 depositions
that the reflection coefficient is dominated by (Figure 2).
Having related the physical origin of matchchanges in permittivity and that conductivity
changes are negligible. As we relate the origin ing peaks of SGPRand SDEP to permittivity
of reflections to changes in permittivity coincid- peaks in the e-depth distributions (Figure 2)
ing with acidic layers. two questions arise: what enables us t o connect certain chemical events
is the cause of the correlation between chemi- with dominant signals in the DEP radargram.
sharper G P R peaks, and might be the result of
constructive interference caused by missing reflectivity and multiple reflections, or negative
interference in the GPR because of pronounced
lateral inhomogeneities at this depth.
The AGC applied to the G P R trace basically
compensates for energy losses due t o geometric spreading. As pointed out by Hildebrand
[1996], absorption and reflection losses as well
as focusing are of minor importance in the upper part of the considered depth range, and are
therefore no major factors for discrepancies. At
larger traveltimes. however, the reflected G P R
signal is close to the noise level, unavoidably decreasing the S N R and thus resulting in larger
differences in magnitude of matching peaks.

Isochrones in GPR profiles
Because of tlie comparable struct,ure of several
permit.tivit.y and conductivity peaks. we have
to assuine tliat. these permittivity peaks are related t o volcanic eruptions or othkr cliemical
events, witli the consequence that tlie corrcsponding IRHs are isochrones. Tlie ice core dating can tlien be transferred via several niatcliing peaks t o the G P R radargram and furtlier
t o t.he G P R profile. It. has t o be kept. in mind
that t,he strongest peak of an IRH observed in
tlie radargram is slightly shifted to larger traveltinies, or depths, as the wavelet maxinium is
delayed from t,he first arrival by 10 11s. corresponding to about 2 nl.
Of the set of prominent IRHs we selected for
our analysis. tlie double peak of event A is coincident wit,li t,he Tambora and one unknown
eruption in 1815 and 1809, respectively. Events
C and F coincide witli strong peaks in E".
which result froni above normal values in several chemical species (dat.ed to 1620 and 1375.
respectively). but which make it difficult t o atk
tribute tliese signals solely to volcanic eruptions
[H. Oerter. personal communication. 20021. Although for event H tlie matcliing peak is not
of as good a quality as at shallower depths. it
is striking that t.wo eruptions. Trawcra in 1180
and one unknown in 1170. are dominant at. tlie
same deptll. Event D is coincident with tlie
Ruiz eruption (1593). but as a corresponding
peak in SDEPis missing. the origin of tlie IRH
is unclear.
To sumniarise. six out. of tlie eiglit. strongest
IRHs evident from tlie GPR, profile show mat.cliing peaks in GPR- and DEP-based radargrams.
all of which are caused by peaks in permittivity. Four of t,liese coincide witli signals in
t,he couciuct,ivity of chemical origin. witli a w y
good correlat,ion t o permittivity. t.wo of wliich
are attributed to volcanic events. Tliis evidence strongly suggests tliat tliese four events
are isochrones. As all dominant observed continuous IRH in tlie considered deptli range are
parallel to adjacent identified isochrones. tliey
have t o be of isoclironous origin as well.

-

Conclusion
Based on a simple convolution scheine we a i e
able t o calculate a synt,lietic radargram from
high resolution DEP ice core data. wliich rcproduces dominant. features of a measured radargram to a considerable degrce. In four cases.
the ice core dating from single chemical events
can be directly traiisferred to continuous IRHs
in common-offset G P R profiles. via mat,ching
dominant peaks in thc radargrams. The datcd
liorizons provide an independcnt means t o synclironise ice cores froni different locations. and
can be used t.o determine tlic regional and tsemporal dist.ributio11 of tlie acc~i~nulation
rates.
All IRHs are causcd by changes in t . 1 per~
mit,tivit.y. However. major IRHs in the dept.11
range between 20 and 90 m are associatcd with
volcanic eruptions or distinct cliemical events
of otlier origin. that seem to cause changes in
the chemical as well as physical properties.
Discrepancies bet,ween t,he syntlietic and real
radargram are associated with gaps in tlie D E P
data, t h e prcsence of noise in tlie GPR d a t a .
and lacking consideration of iniportant physical
phcnonienon during wave propagation by the
convolution scheine. To ovcrco~nedata gaps.
detailed studies on tlie randoni structure o n t,lie
DEP profiles on a regional scale. and their influence on EM reflections are required t.o develop intcrpolation procedures tliat. successfully
reproduce lacking data witliout introducing art,ificial EM reflections.
Instead of developing more sopliisticated convolut,ion scheines, we suggest t o use finite-diffcrence forward modeling for calculating synthctic
radargrams, as the simulation of t,he propagation and reflect,ion proccsses of the E U waves.
e.g. multiple reflections. pliase sliifts. and absorption, are implicitly accounted for. Curreiitly. work is in Progress to calculate finitedifferente-based radargrams froni tlie DEP data
used for t his studv.
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Revealing the nature of radar reflections in ice:
DEP-based FDTD forward modeling
Olaf Eisen, Frank Wilhelms. Uwe Nixdorf, and Heinrich Miller
Alfred-Wegener-Instit,ut. fÃ¼Polar- und Meeresforschung Bremerhaven. Breinerhaven. Gennany

Abstract. Successful simulation of ground penetrating radar (GPR) t,races in polar ice is
achieved by nuinerical fi11it.e-differente time-domain (FDTD) forwarcl modeling. Properties of
tlie modeled medium are taken from high resolution dielectric profiling (DEP) of the upper 100 m
of an ice core from Dronning Maucl Land. Antarctica. The G P R reference trace is calculated
froni stacking of a normal moveout corrected common-niidpoint survey, carried out near t h e
borehole location. The excellent. agreement of synt,hetic and GPR-based results demonstrat,es tlic
capability of FDTD models t o reproduce radargrams from ice core properties for interpretation
of radio eclio sounding data. and emphasizes the exploitation of radar data for iniproved
int,erpretat,ions of glaciological climate proxys. In addition t.o presenting modeling result,s, we
perforni sensitivity experiments to investigate t.he nature and origin of radar reflect,ion in ice.
discuss reasons for tlie failure of inodeling studies in the past, and indicate new approaches.

Introduction
Radio eclio sounding has become a standard
tool for glaciological applications t,o determine
ice tl~ickness, internal struct,ure. basal properties. accumulation rat,es. and ice dynamics
R o b i n et al.. 1969: Oswald and Robzn. 1973:
Hempel und Th,yssen. 1992: Arcone et al.. 1995:
COTTet al.. 2002. among others]. The basic: processes are reasonably well understood. i.e. partial reflection of tlie propagating electromagnetic (EM) waves at dielectric discontinuities.
Most applications related to internal structures.
however. st,ill depencl on assun~ptionsand require further information to enable unanibigu011s data interpretations.
Several studies have demonstrat~edtlie importance of clensity in tlie upper part of tlie
ice sheet and tlie coniiectioii of volcanic events
with deeper internal reflection liorizons [e.g.
Millar. 1981: Boqorodskg et al... 1985: Siegerf.
1999; Hempel et al.. 2000]. However. calculation of corresponding synthetic radargrams.
based on density and conduct,ivity profiles. only
liad very limited success [ M ~ n e r set 01.. 19971.
Although ntilizat,ion of tlie coinplex dielectric
constant from dielectric profiling (DEP) in recent studies has partly advanced tlie agreement

bet.ween synt,hetic and ineasured radargrams
[Kohler et al.. 2003; Eisen et (1.1.. 20031, furtller
iinprovement,~are still necessary.
This study demonstrates tliat problems related t o the lirnited representat,ion of wave phenomena in earlier models (for detailed sumniaries See Mzners [1998]: Hzldebrand [1996])
and large lateral inhomogeneities of physical
and chen~icalproperties of ice [L. KarlÃ¶fNorxvegian Polar Institute. peisonal communication. 20021 can be overcome by adopting establisl~ednunierical ~nodclingand radar processing
techniques from otlier fielcls. We present a successful reprodnction of measured ground penctrating radar (GPR) data by a finit,e-difference
time-domain (FDTD) inodeling approach based
011 ice core D E P data. Tlie successful comparison of t,he modeled radargram with processcd
radar data validates tlie underlying modeling
approacli and facilitates sensitivity studies t o
proof tlic power of FDTD modeling as a tool
for pliysical-cl~emicalstudies 011 the nature of
radar reflections in ice

DEP
Modeling of EM wave propagation requires
kno~vlcdgcof the pliysical structure of the me-

dium of interest. The most accurate prescription of medium properties is provided by the
vertical distribution of the dielectric constant E
from DEP measurements along ice cores [Moore
and Paren, 19871.
The improved DEP device developed by Wzlhelms et al. [1998], and further refined by Wzlhelms [2000], allows the simultaneous measurement of both components of E = E' - ie'' =
E' - i c r ( ~ ~ w )where
',
the real part E' is t h e ordinary relative permittivity of the medium; the
imaginary part ett is the dielectric loss factor.
The latter can be expressed E a function of
conductivity v, angular frequency W ; a n d perinittivity of vacuum EQ.
The ice core B32 was retrieved in 1997198
during the EPICA pre-site survey in Dronning
Maud Land, Antarctica [Oerter et al., 20001,
and profiled a t a frequency of 250 kHz in Az =
5 mm increments (Figure 1). Each component
has a systematic accuracy of about 1% and a
statistical error of 0.1%. Sections with peaks of
low E', caused by cracks in parts of poor core
quality, were removed in both E-components, if
the actual value differed from the 2.5 m running
mean by more than one standard deviation of
the same window. In total, 4.5% of the final Edepth series were missing or had to be rejected.

FDTD Modeling

F i g u r e 1. Dielectric properties of ice core
B32 as a function of depth. (a) Ordinary relative permittivity E'; (b) dielectric loss factor E",
measured a t 250 kHz and scaled to 200 MHz.
The underlain gray narrow horizontal bars indicated Raps in the DEP data record.

Advantages of the FDTD technique are the
implicit inclusion of EM wave phenomena occuring during propagation, like multiple reflections, interferences, absorption, geometrical spreading, ray focusing, phase shifts, etc.
Our numerical model is based on a FDTD set
of Maxwell's curl equations [Yee, 19661, implemented on a staggered grid with absorbing boundary conditions. (Taflove [I9951 provides extensive discussions on physical interpretations, implementation approaches, and other
applications.) Results of this study are obtained with a 2D version of the model, with the
transmitter (TX) being represented by a n infinite electric line source perpendicular to the
(X,z ) model space (EÃ£-polarize source sig-
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nal), thereby decoupling the transversal electric
(TE) and magnetic modes (TM) [Hohmann,
19881. Duration and shape of the source wavelet
are determined from the air wave of the 200
MHz common-midpoint (CMP) radargram described below, interpolated onto equidistant
time increments At using an Akima spline (details on the wavelet can be found in Eisen et al.
[2003]). The DEP data are linearly interpolat.ed
onto the cartesian space grid, assuining lateral
homogeneity in ice and air, with eÃ£ = 1 and
U5ir = 0.
The parallelized model was implemented on
a NEC SX-6 supercomputer at the Deutsches
Klimarechenzentrum (DKRZ, Hamburg, Germany). Model dimensions for all runs are 10 m
in horizontal direction (X E [-5 m, 5 m]), and
120 m in vertical direction ( z G [-20 m, 100 m]),
with an isotropic space increinent A = 0.01 m
and a time increment At = 0.01 ns, thus providing high resolution of the source pulse, satisfying the stability criterion, and reducing nnmerical dispersion [Tafloue, 19951. Further decreasing space and time increments for testing purposes did hardly change results, confirming that
numerical diffusion can be neglected a t this frequency and level of DEP resolution. The TX is
positioned a t (X,z) = (-0.25 m, -0.05 m), the
receiver (RX) a t (X,z) = (0.25 m, -0.05 m),
representing the survey geometry of the first
CMP trace. Simulation of 1000 ns of wave propagatioq with this parameter set resulted in the
synthetic radargram SFD. The computation
took less than 1 h, required 1.5 GBytes RAM
memory, and 7 h of CPU time a t 3.7 GFlops on
8 dedicated CPUs.

Radar Reference Data
Comparisons of modeled radargrams with
measured radar data require suitable reference
traces. These can either be derived from single
point,, common-offset or CMP radar surveys.
Whereas the first two survey setups are carried out a t a fixed TX-RX distance, stationary
in t,he first case and moving across the surface
in the second, the CMP recording technique,

adapted from seismic data acquisition, provides
multifold coverage at several nonzero-offsets,
thereby improving SNR and yielding subsurface velocity information [Garotta and Mzchon,
1967; Yilmaz, 19871.
The CMP survey was recorded -100 m south
of the borehole B32 in 1998/99 with a commercial RAMAC G P R device (Mal5 Geoscience,
Sweden), operated with two unshielded 200
MHz dipole antennae. Starting with a minimal TX-RX offset of 1.0 in, 139 traces were
recorded a t 0.5 m offset increments, applying
512-fold vertical stacking to each trace. The
CMP-based velocity model [Eisen et al., 20021
is used to apply a normal moveout (NMO) correction to each trace. Subsequent stacking of
all N M 0 correctcd traccs results in one single
reference trace, S M , used for validation of
SFD-

Synthetic vs. Reference Trace
Before carrying out the comparison of modeled and measured radargrams three problems
need to be considered: first, a separation between drilling location and CMP survey of some
100 m; second, one year of accumulation between ice core retrieval and G P R survey; and
third, simulation of a 3D wave propagation process with a 2D model. These differences are
partly taken care of by linearly correcting the
CMP two-way traveltime (TWT) to the 1998
surfacedepth structure at the borehole and applying a 200 ns autoinatic gain control filter
to both traces, also correcting for antenna gain
and system properties. The coinparison is liinited to the int,erval 100-1000 ns TWT, both to
avoid int.erference of the air and ground wave
with internal reflection hyperbolae in the CMP
data, and to reduce the influence of bad core
data a t greater depth.
Comparing both radargrams indicates similarities, but also demonstrates their different
origin (Figure 2). Whereas inost signals in
Sm are dist.inct event.~,fewer reflections in
Sm clearly rise above background noise. This
is, however, not surprising, as a noise-reducing
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Figure 2 . Comparison of CMP and FD trace
amplitude and power as a function of twoway traveltime ( T W T ) . Thc left panel shows
thc gain correctcd CMP-based tracc SCm in
wiggle format. underlain by the trace envelope
(displaycd in positive and negative axis directions). The right panel shows the corresponding
FD-based trace SFD.The middle panel shows
the power of bot11 traccs. calculated from the
squared envelopes. with the power of Sm increasing to the left. and SPn increasing to the
right. All displays are normalized to the maxiinum magnitude in the interval 100-1000 ns.

processing step similar to CMP stacking i s inissing for the modeled trace, i.e. the noise inherent
to thc DEP d a t a is still present in S m , with
litt,le numerical diffusion added, resulting in a
lower SNR than for Sr,\ip.
Although consideration of the power distribution inst,ead of amplitude-phase relations of
return signals comcs along with a loss of phase
information, it results in a more robust quantity for comparison and applications like tracking of internal reflection horizons, a~ strong reflections are emphasized by reduced noise level.
The distributions of major reflections show an
excellent, agreement. Nuinerous peaks occur in
both power radargrams, several of which are of
comparable magnitude, the most obvious ones
at 220. 360, 740 and 950 ns TWT. Despite the
lower SNR for S F D ,several events show good
agreement with SC.MP not only in their onset
and magnitude, like the reflect.ions at. 340 ns,
but also in the phase structure, e.g. events at
740 and 950 ns. In some cases the reflection
patt.ern is comparable. but the magnitudes differ, like the double peaks around 240 ns in either radargram with reversed order of reflection
strength, or the 500-520 11s sequence.
Different scheines were applied for evaluating and correcting the DEP data set. T h e results emphasize that the C-depth distribution
is the most important factor for reproducing
survey radar data. Missing or wrong DEP
data sections have more severe influence on the
synthetic trace than slightly differcnt source
wavelets, numerical approximations, or model
geometry. In particular, agreement of the phase
structure of reflections originating from only
partly consolidated firn cannot be expected in
general. as the lateral dielectric variations of
small scale features like sastrugis occur within
the first Fresnel Zone. implying interference of
the reflected elcincntary wave trains. A lateral
homogeneous C-distribution does not reproduce
these variations.
An objective measure of the agreement of
traces is iinportant for comparing different modeling approaches or judging sensitivity studies.
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Figure 3. Comparison of the original FD-trace
SFnwith the two results of the sensitivit.~st,udies. Note that the amplitude of SIis multiplied
by a factor of 20.
One example is the correlation coefficient of
trace power distribut,ions, which results as 0.43.
The correlation coefficients of trace amplitudes
is less suitable for evaluating the agreement, indicated by the low value of 0.13, as small differences in timing of phase shifts of single events
can complctely destroy the correlation.

Sensitivity Studies
The good agreement between modeled and
measured radargrams validat,es t . 1 ~modeling
approach and enables the numerical investigation of the physical origin of reflections. To this
end v.'e perform two sensitivity experiments.
We calculate a synthetic radargram, S I . from
a smoothed distribution of 5'. filtered with a
20 m boxcar running mean. and unchanged E".
The opposite filtering is carricd out for a second experiment. i.e. only E" is filtered, resulting

in SH.Whereas the amplitudes and phases of
reflections in SIare quite different from those
Su is
of the original synthetic radargram SFD,
very similar (Figure 3).
This has several implications. The second
study demonstrates that the reflection structures of Sm, and because of their good agreement also of Smp, are almost solely determined by permittivity. Reflections caused by
changes in conductivity are 1-2 orders of magnitude smaller than those caused by variations
in permittivity in the considered depth range,
as seen from Si.Moreover, changes in conductivity are also too small to have a considerable
influence On t h e phase structure of reflection
signals.
The result,s confirm earlier findings [Moore,
1988: Hildebrand. 1996: Mzners, 19981 t h a t the
reflection coefficient in the upper hundreds of
meters is dominated by changes in permit.tivity and that conductivity changes are negligible.
An interesting featm'e is the occurrence of three
distinct reflections in SIat the Same depth as
in Sri. that also show comparable amplitude
ratios (at. 240, 360 and 740 ns T W T ) . This implies that the change in permittivity of t h e ice
core record. responsible for the reflections in
and SFD.is accompanied by a change in condnctivity. or vice versa. Possible explanations
are: dielectric mising of the complex E of the
air-snow mixture according to the general cubical power law proposed by La.ndau und Lzfschitz
[I9821 in the 1940s; and investigat.ed by means
of DEP by Wilhelms [2000]; direct influence of
chemical impurities 011 the permit.tivity \Fu>ta
et al., 20001; or a common formation process, as
found in other radar data [Eisen et cd.,20031.

Summary
This study demonstrates that successful modeling of G P R d a t a in polar ice can be achieved
by means of the DEP-based FDTD technique.
Problems of other approaches, like lacking co11sideration of important physical processes in
convolution models or utilization of a densitybased permittivity, are overcome by their i n -

plicit inclusion in t h e governing equations and
provision of an accurate picture of t h e complex
physical properties of t h e subsurface by high
resolution in-situ D E P data, respectively.
Lateral inhomogeneities of the medium and
gaps in the D E P d a t a are likely t h e main reasons for remaining discrepancies. O n t h e GPR
side, reduction of noise can be achieved by analysis of C M P surveys. For modeling, improved
solutions with lower noise level could b e obtained by either stacking ice core profiles from
neighboring cores or simulating CMP-like survey setups with subsequent processing, unfortunately requiring a huge amount of computer
time and memory. Apart from limitations set
by t h e inhomogeneous nature of t h e ice pack,
exact matching of measured and synthetic radargrams requires model extension t o 3D and
accurate representation of antennae and system
properties.
Nevertheless, t h e present success already encourages t h e study of electromagnetic reflection
phenomena in deeper parts of the ice sheets by
forward modeling, t h e most important ones being t h e transition from permittivity t o conductivity dominated reflections and t h e influence of
ice fabric o n signal properties. T h e new EPICA
ice core from Dronning Maud Land, in conjunction with airborne radar data, provides a
promising d a t a set t o achieve these goals i n t h e
near future.
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Alpine Ice Cores and Ground Penetrating Radar:
Combined Investigations for Glaciological and Climatic
Interpretations of a Cold Alpine Ice Body
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Alfred-Wegener-Institut fÃ¼Polar- und Meeresforschung Bremerhaven, Bremerhaven, Germany
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Abstract. Accurate interpretation of ice cores as climate archives requires detailed knowledge
about their past and present geophysical environment. Different techniques facilitate the
determination and reconstruction of glaciological settings surrounding the drilling location.
During the ALPCLIM project, two ice cores containing long-term climate information were
retrieved from Colle Gnifetti, Swiss-Italian Alps. Here. we investigate the potential of ground
penetrating radar (GPR) surveys, in conjuction with ice core data, to obtain information about
the internal structure of the cold alpine ice body t.o improve climatic interpretations. Several
drill sites are connected by G P R profiles, running parallel and p e r p e n d i ~ u l ~tor the flow line,
thus yielding a 3D picture of the subsurface and enabling the t.racking of internal reflcction
horizons between t.he locations. As the observed reflections are of isochronic origin, they perrnit.
the transfer of age-depth relations between the ice cores. The accuracy of the G P R results
is est.imated by comparison of transferred time scales with original core datings, independent
information from an older ice core. and, based on glaciological surface data, findings from ftow
modeling. Our study demonstrates that G P R data is a mandatory tool for alpine ice core
studies, as they allow to map major transitions in physical-chemical properties, transfer agedepth relations between sites, coinplcnicnt an~biguouspeaks in core records for interpretation,
and establish a detailed picture of the flow regime surrounding the climat,e archive.

1. Introduction

In Alpine ice core studies, apart from very
exceptional dome drill positions. upstream efIce cores from mid-latitude cold glaciers may fects have to be considered carefully to enprovide unique records of environinental and Sure reliable extraction of the net atmospheric
climate changes which are important to supple- change from the isotopic ((tl'O, SD) and chemment respect,ive paleo-information con~mouly ical (aerosol related species, entrapped trace
retrieved from polar drill sites [Wagenbach, gases) ice core records iWagenbach> 19941. In19891. However. alpine ice core data are much flow of material deposited upstream of the boremore difficult to Interpret in terms of their hole may thus systematically affect the vertiunderlying atmospheric signals than t.heir po- cal temperature distrihution, flow model based
lar counterparts. Among others, respective dating. the enclosure of trace gases, and. most
shortcomings are basically due to the small important. the impurity and isotope depth proareal ext,ent of cold mountain glaciers, i.e. some file [Preunkert et al.. 20001. Evaluation of such
100 nl or so. This leads to significant chan- upst.ream effects needs extensive work including
ges of the glaciological boundary conditions estahlishment of back trajectories from ice flow
i . e . glacier thickness. surface and bedrock to- modeling along wit.11 secondary ice core invespography, firn/ice transition depth and llet Snow tigations in the relevant catchment area of the
accumulation rate) [ Vincent et al.. 19971.
main drill position.

Figure 1. Surface topography of southern
Colle Gnifet.ti flank showing the location of
deep ice core positions and G P R profiles 1-3.
Contour lines refer to 10 m altitude steps.

Here we present a GPR study on a cold
Alpine glacier saddle (Colle Gnifetti, SwissItalian Alps) aimed a t prospecting the potential
to track englacial reflectors over the relevant
drill site area. Colle Gnifetti, which constitutes
the key site for long term ice core records from
the Alps, has been investigated through several glaciological and ice core drilling projects
[DÃ¶scheet al., 19951. Hence, basic information
on glacier flow, age-depth relation and vertical
distribution of physical and chemical properties has been partially available. With respect
to the latter feature almost all mountain drill
sites significantly differ from polar ones through
the much larger depth fraction made u p by
porous firn, the prominent occurrence of melt
layers (i.e. higher density variability) and the
much higher and more variable iinpurity content. Thus, the study focuses also on some experimental evidence to what extent the interaction of G P R pulses with that alpine feature
may provide useful englacial reflection signals.

2. Glaciological and

In t.his context, ground penetrating radar
Glacio-Chemical Settings
(GPR) provides a powerful tool to map the
glacier thickness distribution needed for ice flow
The Colle Gnifetti forms a small glacier sadmodeling. As a matter of principle, G P R may die within the summit range of Monte Rosa
be used az well to establish the stratigraphy (Swiss-Italian Alps) where it provides a t 4450of internal radar reflection horizons [Bogorodsky 4560 in a.s.1. the uppermost accumulation area
et al., 19851, which are expected in favourable of Grenzgletscher. Due to a very exposed posicases to indicate isochronic layers. Such G P R tion, wind erosion controls its net annual Snow
based mapping of englacial isochrones may al- accuinulation which therefore reflects only by
low to depict the spatial accumulation and some 10% the mean precipitation rate [Alean
vertical strain rates distribution on a quasi- et al., 19831. Almost all ice core activities took
continuous scale. This feature would greatly place in the southern part of the saddle which
help to verify the flow regiine, encountered up- provides a relatively low annual snow accumustreain effects, and the matching of ice core lation. Approximately along a common surface
chronologies obtained in the drill site area of flow line of this area, three cores were drilled to
interest. Whereas GPR sounding of glacier bedrock (Figure 1).
thickness is routinely deployed at polar and
In this area. detailed surface velocity and acalpine sites, cont.inuous internal radar refleccumulation rate d a t a were obtained from multitor inapping has been accomplished so far only
year geodetic observations of a stake array and
on polar and subpolar ice sheets by large scale
additional shallow ice core drillings, respectracking of (presumably) acidic volcano horitively [Keck, 2001; LÃ¼thz20001. As shown in
zons [e.g. Mdlar, 1981; Siege* 1999; Hempel
Figure 1, the present G P R study was mainly
et al., 20001.
dedicated to the area associated with the three
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deep drillings. T h e typical glaciological parameters encountered in the G P R mapped area are
summarised in Table 1.
Ice core chronologies deployed in this study
were established by annual layer counting from
major ions stratigraphy, which was backed up
by absolute time horizons from extreme Saharan dust deposits (1977, 1936, 1902 [Armbruster, 2000]) and thermo-nuclear bomb tests
(1963). As is the case for all alpine drill sites
exposed t o strong wind scouring and thus low
and irregular snow deposition, dating b y annual layer counting and preservation o f stratigraphical horizons remains ambiguous at Colle
Gnifetti. Furthermore, dating uncertainty increases dramatically with depth due t o annual
layer thinning and the associated non-linear
age-depth relationship.
T h e chemical composition o f Colle Gnifetti
ice body may be characterised as follows:
There are highly variable mineral dust levels w i t h a background around 0.55 mg k g l
strongly enhanced on a multi-annual time scale
by Saharan dust layers t o some 10 mg kggi
[Wagenbach et al., 19961. Significant inputs o f
acidity aerosol components (sulphate, nitrate)
mainly occurred since 1950 corresponding t o
about 20 to 40 m depth in the addressed area.
During that period mostly annual peaks are
Seen, exceeding the background o f around 140
pg k g l and 180- pg k g i for sulphate and nitrate, respectively, b y u p t o a factor o f 20 [Maupetzt et al., 19951.
In view o f strong acidic horizons known t o
uroduce G P R reflections. Colle Gnifetti displays high frequency acidic spikes roughly on
an annual time scale during the industrial era
[Preunkert et al., 20011. This pattern is, however, strongly disturbed by the distinct but irregular inputs o f alkaline dust and t h e preferential erosion o f relatively clean Snow o f t h e winter half year. Thus. t.he chemical st,rat,igraphy
o f potential acidic layers in the industrial era
displays a rather erratic structure with distinct
peaks emerging in sub-seasonal t o multi-annual
sequences.

From the continuous chemical depth profiles
available from all three ice cores, we used t h e
following parameters t o contrast t h e chemical
stratigraphy with the G P R based reflector pattern:
Ca2^ serving as proxy for the total mineral dust content as controlling t h e insoluble particulate matter and melt water
alkalinity o f the ice matrix.
T h e positive values o f t h e ion balance
reduced t o ( s o ~ + N o ; - c a ^ - N H ~ ) t o
illustrate the variability o f apparent meltwater acidity. Note that negative n u m bers o f this parameter are redundant since
they virtually reproduce the pattern o f
t h e calcium concentration.

3. The GPR-Method
Ice core records and G P R data provide mutual information on glacial subsurface structure
and composition. Whereas ice cores yield vertical profiles o f physical features (density, crystal
fabric properties, etc.) and chemical impurities
in a one-dimensional resolution on a centi- t o
decimeter depth scale, analyses o f G P R data
result in two-dimensional pictures o f the subsurface structure o f the ice body. Although
horizontal and vertical changes on the order o f
meters can be extracted from G P R data, it is in
general not possible t o unambiguously identify
the causes o f t h e obtained structures b y this
method. T h e combination o f ice core records
and G P R data may thus help t o extrapolate ice
core informat,ion along G P R profiles, resulting
in a two-dimensional picture o f the physical and
chemical properties o f the subsurfaces, which is
limited, however, by the lateral coherency o f
t.he observed signal and the depth resolution o f
t h e G P R data.
T o determine the internal structure o f a
glacier, tracking o f continuous internal reflect,ors is required. In general, an electromagnetic ( E M ) pulse is transmitt.ed at t h e surface
and the propagating wave is partially reflected

Table 1. Basic glaciological parameters observed along a flow line at Colle Gnifetti.
characteristic

description & reference

snow Zone characterisation

cold infiltration-recrystallisation Zone associated wit,h occasional
inelt-layer formation at a downslope decreasing rate [after S h m skii, 19641
18 m firn temperat,ure -14,3'C [ S u t e r , 20021
basal temperature -12,3OC [Haeberli arid Funk, 19911
systematically decreasing from about 140 m in the lower t o -50 m
in the upper area [this study; Haeberli and Funk, 1991; LÃ¼thz20001
systematically decreasing from around 60 cm wat,er equivalent
(WE) at KCS borehole to 20 cm W E at. the upper KCH positions
[Keck, 20011
systematically decreasing from 2 m a l in the lower area to less than
1 m a L in the upper area \LÅ¸thi 20001
around 45 m and 36 m at the KCS and KCH borehole position,
respectively [ K e c k , 20011

englacial temperature
glacier thickness
annual snow accumulation

horizontal surface velocity
firn-ice transition depth

at discontinuities of the dielectric properties of
a medium, i.e. permitt.ivity and conductivity
[Robzn et al., 1969; Bogorodsky et al., 19851, and
t,he reflected signals are recorded at the surface
as a function of two-way traveltime (TWT).
The resulting picture of the subsurface is referred t.o as the time domain radargram.
In a cold alpine ice body, discontinuities
of the diclectric constant are expected to be
mainly related to ice layers (i.e. rapid changes
of densit.y within the firn), but also outstanding impurity horizons have to be considered
e . g . acidic spikes). The processes forming the
EM reflector take place at the glaciers surface
at. approximately the Same time. Interaction of
surface accumulation and flow field determine
the submergence rate of an isochronic surface.
It is therefore reasonable to assume that internal reflectors are isochrones.
Two types of measurement are common in
GPR data acquisition: common-offset (CO)
and common-midpoint (CMP) surveys. For CO
surveys. transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX)

are kept at a fixed distance and moved across
the surface. For the CMP recording technique, the distance between TX and RX is
symmetrically increased relative to the stationary center point. basically yielding information
about the velocity-depth profile. This method
is a standard tool in seismic data acquisition
IGarotta und Mzchon, 1967; Yilmaz, 19871, and
has also been applied successfully in modified
versions to glaciological GPR surveys [Gudmandsen, 1971; Hempel et al., 2000; Murray
et al., 20001.

3.1. D a t a Acquisition
Radar measurements were performed with a
coinmercial RAMAC G P R set of the Swedish
company Mal&Geoscience, a monopulse bistatic
radar system t,hat can be operated with antennae of different frequencies. CO measurements were carried out wit.h shielded 250 MHz
antennae, which are permanently mounted in
a sied box at a fixed distance of 36 cm. The
common-midpoint survey was carried out with
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Three CO profiles were measured along the
three profile lines 1-3 (Figure l ) , which were
already marked with geodetic stakes. The
transmitter was triggered by a distance wheel,
mounted at the rear of the sied box, and set to
a trigger interval of 0.5 m. Trace length was
1.5 ps with 2048 samples per trace. To increase
the signal-to-noise ratio 32-fold vertical stacking was applied for each stored trace.
For the CMP survey, the KCH borehole was
chosen as the center point, and TX-RX offset
was increased along profile 2, perpendicular to
t.he flow line. Traces were recorded in a 1.5
PS time window with 2048 samples and 256fold vertical stacking, manually triggered i n 1 m
increments in the interval 1 to 100 m.
3.2. Post-recording processing
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F i g u r e 2. Surface and bedrock topography
(light grey) in meters below 4500 m a.s.1. along
profiles 1-3. Location and extent of the KCS,
CC, and KCH boreholes are shown as vertical
bars, crossover points of profiles are shown as
thin black lines. The bedrock depths were determined by strongly enlarging the processed
data and applying a colour amplitude scaling. The grayscale indicates the trace envelope,
i.e. signal magnitude, instead of the trace a n plitude. The noise centered at 220 m upslope
of KCS (approximately near CC) probably results from scattered meta1 remains buried underneath the surface, their fan-like structure is
due t o migration processing.
a pair of unshielded antennae operating at a
center frequency of 100 MHz. For either system setup the TX and RX are connected with
the central processing unit via light conducting
cables, thus avoiding noise from ohmic conductors. The processing unit was operated by a
Husky FC PX5 personal computer, using the
G P R syst,em software.

Processing was performed using Paradigm
Geophysical FOCUS version 4.2 software. Standard post-recording processing features for CMP
and CO radio-echo sounding data include filtering and gain correction. CMP d a t a are
then analyzed in the time domain, resulting in
a TWT-depth model. The major processing
steps for CO surveys are migration and TWTdepth conversion, each requiring a profile of
propagation velocity.
In the present study it was not feasable
to apply post-recording horizontal st.acking of
neighbouring traces, usually used to decrease
noise. because of the steep internal and bottom features. Although stacking was successful in the upper few meters, the coherency of
internal reflectors a t greater depth decreased,
thus making it more difficult to track continuous infernal reflections. For further processing,
the dat.a were therefore only bandpass filtered,
and the recording position (accurate to -1%)
assigned to each trace. Based on the comparison of TWT-depth profiles derived from the
C U P survey and ice core data, discussed below,
migration of the CO profiles and conversion to
depth domain was carried out using the TWTdepth model determined from the ice core density profiles. The Same CO processing sequence

the 250 MHz and 100 MHz antennae, respectively. However, the rough nature of the bed, a
non-planar curvature, and uncertainties in the
velocity-depth distribution decrease the accuracy with which the bed topography can b e de4. GPR and Ice Cores
termined. The bedrock topography can b e exAn essential aim of our study is to investi- tracted from high resolution C O profiles (Figgate the possibility to t.ransfer age-depth rela- ure 2), and for KCH also from the CMP data
tions from one ice core to another using G P R (Figure 3). Especially in those parts of t h e C O
data by analysing the structure of internal re- profiles with steep bedrock topography t h e bed
flections. Before linking radargrams to ice core reflection is brouille, and can only be deterrecords, we perform two comparisons to esti- mined with a n accuracy of approximately k 5
mate errors of either data set and to limit the m. In the other parts it is clearly identifiable
effect of ambiguities arising in the traveltime to within 2 m. Ice thickness derived from C O
versus depth profiles and ice thickness results.
data is 102 m Â 5 m a t KCS, and 58 m & 5 m
a t KCH (Table 2 ) . The depths at the crossing
4.1. Traveltime-depth profiles
points of surveys are within 4 m of each other.
Apart from CMP surveys, EM propagation The ice thickness derived from the CMP meavelocities can also be derived from ice core surements at KCH is 60 nl Â 2 m.
Additional information on ice thickness is
records, e.g. dielectric profiling (DEP) [Moore
und Puren, 1987: Wzlhelms, 20001 or density available from earlier G P R surveys [Wagner,
[Looyenga, 1965; Robzn et al., 19691. Using the 1996; LÃ¼thi20001 and borehole depths. Drilling
KCS and KCH density profiles, we apply the was stopped when the amount of debris in the
Looyenga 119651 mixture model for calculating retrieved ice core increased, indicating t h a t the
two interval velocity-depth profiles. The CMP basal layer was reached. Logged depths a t KCS
velocity model at KCH is based on the analysis and KCH in 1995 are 101 and 6 1 m, respectively
[LÃ¼thi
20001. Based on this d a t a and flow modof five internal and one bott.om reflector.
eling
for
conversion to the 2000 surface, the
Interval velocities are systematically higher
for the CMP than for the density derived pro- KCS and KCH borehole bottoms should be 10file (Figure 3 (a)). This leads to -10% larger cated at depths of 101.3 and 61.7 m, respecdepth of the CMP model for the Same T W T tively (Table 2 ) .
compared to the densit.y based model (Figure 3
4.3. Interna1 s t r u c t u r e a n d ice c o r e
(b)). Reasons for the systematic differentes of
profiles
both data sets are investigated in the discussion. As wave speed profiles derived from difA straight forward apportionment of individferent physical properties of ice cores are more ual internal refiectors to outstanding physical or
consistent than those based on CMP surveys chemical events Seen in the ice cores is not fea[Eisen et al., 20021, we use the TWT-depth re- sible. This may have been expected in view of
lations from KCS and KCH for migration and the uncertainty in the individual absolute depth
conversion of the radargrams to the depth do- scales but also in view of the relatively high fremain.
quency with which the potentially radar active
features like acid spikes, melt layers etc. occur
4.2. B e d r o c k t o p o g r a p h y
in alpine ice cores. Nevertheless, the matchIn theory, the depth of a perfect plane re- ing of ice core records via G P R profiles can be
flector should be identifiable within a quarter achieved.
The drilling locations KCH and KCS are
of the wavelengths. i.e. 0.2 m and 0.4 m for
connected via G P R profile 3 (Figure 4). To
was applied to all three CO profiles, resulting in
a picture of the subsurface and bedrock structure (Figure 2).
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Figure 3. Comparison of ice core density and common-midpoint (CMP) based profiles at KCH
drill site position: (a) 100 MHz CMP radargram; (b) depth profile of interval velocity v^t, (C)
depth profile of two-way traveltime; (d) depth profile of smoothed density p.

Table 2 . Comparison of ice core and G P R based data on ice thicknesses at Colle Gnifetti.
Data Set.

KCS

KCH

XM

Remarks

99.9
101
101.3

60.3
61
61.7

..
...

core top -0.6 in below surface
after drilling [LÅ¸thi 2000, P. 401
flow modeling [Keck, 20011

Borehole Data und Flow Modeling
core length
logged depth
bottoin depth

Â

¥

GPR Ice Thzckness
CMP
Profile 1
Profile 2
Profile 3

.,,
42 PI
58[2]
.,,
102 [5] 58 [5] 46 [5]
...

60[2]

...
...

...

Core and G P R depths are given in met,ers with respect to the 2000 surface. Accuracy of G P R
ice thickness values in parantheses. ,Yl3 denotes the crossover point of profiles 1 and 3.

KCS

Trace

Distance (m)

CC

KCH

Ca2+(ppm)HÃˆ(pequ. p (g ~ m - ~ )

Figure 4. Comparison of ice core profiles from KCS (left), KCH (right), with internal GPR
reflectors along connecting profile 3 (middle). Recorded are calcium, serving as proxy for the
total mineral dust content, ice acidity, and high resolution densities, indicating the rnelt layer
stratigraphy. Horizontal grey lines overlying the ice core records mark the depth of t h e 1902,
1936, 1963, and 1977 dating horizons. Thick white lines in the radargram indicate the depth
of the dating horizons determined from tracking coherent phases starting from KCS, thin white
lines mark strong continuous reflectors (see text for details). The line corresponding to the 1902
horizon is interrupted because of the reflector discontinuity.
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Table 3. Comparison of age-depth relation at borehole locations from ice core and GPR d a t a .

Time

1977
1963
1936
1902

Event

dust
Tritium
dust
dust

KCS

KCH

core

GPR

core

GPR

23.2-23.7
31.1-31.9
44.2-44.6
55.5-55.8

23.7
31.1
44.5

11.5-11.9
16.3-16.6
24.3-24.5
33.8-34.1

12.9
17.4
25.3

. ..

...

Ice core data are taken from Armbruster [2000] and converted to
depth below the 2000 surface using accumulation measurements and
flow modeling [Keck, 20011. The depth of individual GPR reflector
phases a t KCH was determined as described in the text (compare FigUre 4)

determine the accuracy of a time scale transfer
from one core to another, we (i) associate absolut time horizons a t KCS to strong corresponding phases of an internal reflector at the Same
depths; (ii) track and mark continuous coherent phases from KCS to KCH in a large scale,
high resolution plot of the radargram; and (iii)
compare the transferred age-depth relation to
the chronology of KCH.
The transmitted radar pulse consists of approximately five half cycles, with the main energy being located in the first three ones. During propagation, the pulse is subject to phase
shifts, distortions, and multiple reflections. In
the recorded radargram, an internal reflector
therefore does not consist of a single maximum
peak, but of several phases. In the migrated
depth domain radargram, each phase is then of
the order of A/2 (0.4 m in ice), and a sharp
reflector is distributed over a depth range of
approximately 2A (1.6 m in ice).
The radargram shows a smooth steplike slope

in the internal structure between KCS and
KCH (Figure 4), steepening with depth, which
is related to bedrock topography (Figure 2) as
well as systematically varying submergence velocities [Keck, 2001). About 100 m upslope
of KCS, in the steepest part of the internal
slope, the reflectors become discontinuous below a depth of 35 m.
Starting the tracking of internal horizons a t
KCS yields an higher accuracy, as the annual
layer thickness, and therefore temporal resolution. is almost t.wice as large as at KCH. Tracking the reflectors corresponding to the 1936,
1963 and 1977 data from KCS to KCH results
in depths that are about 0.8-1.0 m lower than
the respective data in the KCH ice core profiles (Table 3). The last cont.inuons reflector
corresponds to about 1930. Older dating horizon, especially the 1902 event, cannot be used
for tracking without significantly decreasing the
accuracy because of discontinuities of the GPR
horizons.

subsurface stmcture from G P R surveys. Comparison of velocity -depth profiles derived from
CMP survey data and ice core properties from
polar regions show t,hat t.he agreement i n a flat
area can be within a couple of percent [Eisen
et al., 20021. The larger discrepancies in our
casc being on the order of 10% are probably rclated to the dipping of internal reflectors with
respect to the surface and a curved ray path,
which is neglect.ed in the small spread approxi4.4. A p p l i c a t i o n of t h e a g e - d e p t h
ination used here [Yzlmaz, 19871.
relationship
Likewise, the inclination between surface and
The age-depth relation derived above uses bedrock is probably the reason why t h e ice
inforination from KCS and KCH. Additional es- thicknesses determined at KCH is systemattimat,es for the accuracy of the lateral transfer ically smaller than borehole depth a n d core
of the age-depth information can be performed length. T h e 2D migration performed during
with independent information available from post-processing only corrects the dipping comthe CC ice core. e.g. by comparing modeled ponent which is parallel to the profile. As
burial depth since core retrieval with depths de- the subsurface and bedrock gradients a r e nonrived from fastening the dat,ed C C records to parallel to the profile lines in our case (Figthe KCS/KCH age-depth profiles.
ure 2) (i.e. out,-of-plane) the bedrock dipping
The 1977 calibration signal is located 1.6-2.1 of around 7 degrees at KCH for profiles 2 and 3
m below top edge of the CC core, t.he 1902 sig- relat,ive to the surface implies that the depth is
nal at 26.3-26.5 in. According to accumulation some 1.5% larger. To further improve t h e accumeasureinents and flow inodeling results. the racy of the subsurface image, 3D survey setup
1977 signal submerged to a depth range of 11.0- and migration processing would be necessary,
11.2 m below t.he 2000 surface, the 1902 signal requiring, however, an extensive logistical and
to 30.5-30.6 in. Using the KCS/KCH/GPR
temporal effort during data acquisition [Moran
age-depth relation, the lower limit of 1977 is et al., 20001.
12.8 m (Figure 4): and, accounting for the sysAnother issue to bc considered when comtematic error of 1 m, t,he upper limit is 11.8 m. paring G P R ice thicknesses is the nature of the
As the 1902 horizon is discontinous for some 50 bottom reflector. If crystalline rock is in dim. we cannot use it for tracking from KCS. nev- rect contact with the glacier bottom, a sharp
ertheless froin KCH. The 1902 depth at C C in reflection could be expected. However, if a sed2000 results as 31.8 m. The resulting error in- imentary layer is present, t.he reflected echo beterval (5-15%) is mainly made up by the uncer- comes diffuse, thus increasing the error for ice
tainties of the age-depth scenario (-1 m) and thickness values. In our case, the bottom few
the uncertainty in t,he absolut depth scale aris- metres of the ice cores all show entrainment of
ing from the non-consolidated upper core sec- debris, but only at cores CC and KCS t h e silty
tions, which required to connect the top core to layer forming the ice bedrock int.erface was penthe actual surface at time of drilling via Snow etrated. We inay thus argue that the ice thickpit sampling.
ness from KCH borehole logging is underestimated by some 10 cm relative to C C and KCS
cores. The silty layer of unknown depth indeed
5 . Discussion
add to the uncertaintv in the G P R ice thickness
The EX propagation velocities are one of the in comparison to borehole depths
key properties to derive a true picture of the

In addition to the calibrating horizons, we
also tracked several other strong continuous internal reflections from KCS to KCH. Although
somc horizons seem to be linked to similar characteristic peak patterns in the ice core records,
it is not possible to clearly identify t.he causes of
prominent reflections from comparison with ice
core records alone (see discussion in chapter 5).
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Figure 5. General acidity trend analysed in
the CC Colle Gnifetti ice core by direct measurements and ion balance evaluations. Outliers related to extreme saharan dust deposits
were removed prior to SSA smothing. The vertical line at 1935 marks the approximate transition from continuous to discontinuous and finally disappearing internal G P R reflections.
The internal structures of our radargrams
are partially linked to ice thickness. This can
be expected, as accumulation and flow field determine the submergence velocity, and thus the
position of isochronic reflectors. Deep internal
reflections towards KCS dissapear. as the main
flow channel of Colle Gnifetti is ent,ered (for a
radar Cross section of Colle Gnifet,ti See Liithz
[2000], Figure A.4). The mat,ching of the agedepth profiles in the upper tens of meters between KCS and KCH by tracking internal reflections is encouraging. Errors are of the order
of a yavelcngth, corresponding to a few years
in the depth range under consideration.
Several features inake it more diffcult to extend the transfer to larger depths: the signal-tonoise ratio decreases in the vicinity of boreholes,
probahly because of the disturbed firn and ice
structure, making it more difficult to separate
infernal reflections from noise; the internal reflectors become more discont.inuous with dept,h,
especially in parts of larger inclination bet.ween
reflector and surface-,lxelow approximately 25 m
at KCS and 45 m at KCH, no continuous internal reflections are detected. Either too mnch
energy is absorbed during propagation below
this level to detect a distinct return signal at
the surface, or the ice propert.ies chang'e.

The latter csise is unlikely in the sense t h a t
flow features become irregular and disturb layering, as this would contradict age-depth relations established by Armbruster [2000] and
Keck [2001] down to 40 and 70 m depth, respectively. However, physical and chemical
properties show important. transitions around
these depths. Here, density reaches the value
of glacier ice and melt layers are not outstanding anymore. Disregarding outstanding mineral
dust layers, the ice matrix cheinistry changes
from acidic to slightly alkaline properties due
to much smaller emissions prior to 1950 (FigUre 5). Thus distinct acidic peaks can hardly be
found below the critical depths. In general, decreasing variations in density would allow chemical horizons t o become thc prin~aryreflection
mechanism, hut as both observed chemical and
physical features reduce the overall reflection
coefficient of distinct layers, the amount of energy reflected to the surface decreases as well.
To clearly identify the reason for missing reflectors in the lower part of the ice and t o increase the accuracy of the age-depth transfer,
the origin and structure of dominant reflectors
has to be pinned down. Separating the effects
of changcs in density and chemical composition,
as well as determining the influence of variations of layer thickness On the recorded signal,
could best be achieved by forward modeling of
radargrains, based on DEP data [Eisen et al.,
20031. Unfortunately, no DEP measurements
were carried out after ret,rieving the ice cores.
An illustrative example is the vanishing of
weaker phases when tracking horizons from
KCS to KCH. As layer thickness decreases by
roughly 50% towards KCH, it can be expected
that the characteristics of internal reflectors
change as well. This has t,he important consequence that individual phases do not indicate
isochronous surfaces. A bulk of phases, however, forming a distinguishable internal reflector, can be considered to correspond to a layer
of distinct physical properties. extending over
a small depth range, and thus being approximately isochronuous.

6. Conclusions
Internat reflections measured with G P R can
be used to match and transfer age-depth relations of ice cores in cold alpine ice bodies over
distances of at least several hundred meters.
Successful application of G P R data requires,
however a rather smooth flow regiine, the presence of strong continuous internal reflectors,
and a G P R system capable to record weak reflections at high depth resolution. The G P R
devicc should combine a powerful transmitter pulse with sub-meter resolution and large
transmitterlreceiver antenna gain. Given that
G P R uncertainty is sufficently small, ice core
interpretations profit from G P R surveys in several ways: age-depth relation can be transferred froin one site to another; interpretation of ambigous peaks in core records can be
complemented by matching clear signals from
other cores via interal horizons; major transitions in physical-chemical properties can be
remotely detected and continuously tracked t o
other parts of the region of interest; the combination of surface measurements of ice velocity, modeling, and reflection horizons a t various depths provide a detailed picture of the
3D flow regimc. Analyscs of G P R surveys thus
inay help t o assess upstream flow effects associated with strong longitudinal changes in the
submergence velocity.
Despit.e the success of our study in the upper 30 to 50 m of the ice column at Colle
Gnifetti, it falls t.o supplement the ice core agedepth relations and map the isochrone pattern
at larger depth. Future radar activities a t this
site should therefore focus On the basal regime.
being supported by high resolution DEP if new
ice cores arc being retrievcd. Power limitations
can partly be overcome by decreasing the antennae frequency to 100 MHz using t,he same
G P R systein, assuring lower absorption. sufficient resolution with a wavelength of 1.7 m, and
still managable operation. Remaining liinitat,ions are set by the absorption properties of ice
and the working conditions at this high altitude
site.

Although t h e main reason for the limited
sensitivity of the G P R data as well as t h e major
ice properties leading t.0 t.he observed GPR reflectors could not be unambiguously identified,
yet a more clear prospect on dedicated G P R
applications a t cold mountain glacier could be
given. The glaciological characteristics of othcr
cold alpine drill sites, e.g. in the Andes, Himalayan, or north-west Canada, are n o t substantially different from Colle Gnifetti regarding geometry, firn fraction, melt layer occurence
or inass balance. In this respect, they a r e expected to provide quite similar results i n such
G P R studies. On the other hand, (sub)tropical
sites, which may experience much higher mineral dust but lower (anthropogenic) acid inputs
rnay respond t o potential acidic reflectors different to what is Seen at Colle Gnifetti.
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Radar reflection characteristics and ice core
synchronization: advantages of combined analyses of
survey and synthetic radar data
Olaf Eisen, Uwe Nixdorf, Frank Wilhelms, and Heinrich Miller
Alfred-Wegener-Institut fÃ¼Polar- und Meeresforschung Bremerhaven, Bremerhaven, Germany
A b s t r a c t . Ice core records and ice penetrating radar data contain mutual information on glacial
subsurface structure and composition, providing various opportunities for interpreting past and
present environmental conditions. To exploit the full range of possible applications, accurate
dating of internal radar reflection horizons (IRHs) and knowledge about the constituting features
is required. With records of three ice cores from Dronning Maud Land (DML), Antarctica,
surface-based radar profiles connecting the drilling locations, and the successful reproduction of
measured radar data by forward modeling of electromagnetic wave propagation, we investigate
the accuracies involved in transferring age-depth relationships obtained from ice cores t o
continuous radar reflections. Three specific questions are considered: How accurate can we date
IRHs between ice cores? 1s it possible to unambiguously identify the origin depth of reflections?
Which concept minimizes errors involved in ice core synchronization and extrapolation of
prominent features along IRHs? To this end we use various methods, including conventional
geophysical techniques to connect radar data and subsurface features, but also perform novel
sensitivity studies with altered ice core records to reveal characteristic composition of individual
radar reflections. For our radar operations at 200 and 250 MHz in the upper 100 m of t h e ice
sheet, comprising some 1000-1500 years of deposition history, dating and synchronization errors
are 8 a in favourable cases and 19 a at the limit of feasibility. About one third of the uncertainty
is associated with the initial ice core dating, the remaining part to radar data quality and
analysis. In addition to the immediate significance of our results to experiments related t o the
ongoing deep drilling in DML, we consider this study to provide a roadmap for future studies
on the origin, characteristic, and interpretation of radar reflections, especially also in respect t o
deeper parts of the ice sheets.

Introduction
Interpretation of ice cores a paleoclimate
archives requires detailed knowledge about their
past and present geophysical environment. Different techniques have been developed that facilitate the determination of the present state
as well as the reconstruction of past glaciological Settings surrounding the drilling locations,
but the raising number of deep ice cores being
retrieved in Antarctica and Greenland yielding
high quality records comes along with an increasing demand for ice core synchronization,
improved numerical ice sheet modeling, and extended surface observations.

In this context, ice penetrating radar (IPR)
provides a powerful tool to investigate properties of glaciers and ice sheets, having lead to
its widespread application in glaciology. Studies of dielectric properties of ice and internal
radar reflection horizons (IRHs) suggested for
long that most processes forming electromagnetic reflectors take place a t the glaciers surface
at approximately the Same time, with the submergence rate of the isochronic surface being
determined by interaction of the flow field and
surface accumulation [Robzn et al., 1969; Gud1981; Bomandsen, 1975; Clough, 1977;
gorodsky et al., 1985; Moore, 19881. In general,

~~~~~~,
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isochronic layers. Such IPR-based mapping of
englacial isochrones on a quasi-continuous scale
may allow to match ice core records [Szegert
et al., 1998; Jacobel und Hodge, 19951, depict
vertical strain rates [Jacobel et al., 1993; Raymond et al., 1995; Hodgkzns et al., 20001, reconstruct snow and firn genesis [Frezzotti et al.,
20021, determine spatial distributions of accumulation [Rzchardson-NÃ¤slun und Holmlund,
1999; Nereson and Raymond, 20011, and validate numerical ice sheet models [Huybrechts
et al., 2000; Baldwzn et al., 20031.
The importance of accurate interpretations
of IRHs for these applications in terms of the
,b
z*
underlying physical processes and the possiFigure 1. Location map of study area in DML, bility to determine physical properties along
showing ice core drill sites (B31-33), summer ice cores have motivated for some time sevCamps, and research stations. Thick white lines eral studies On forward modeling of radar d a t a ,
are traverse surface-based radar profiles, thin which in principle provide the best means to
white lines are major ice divides. The up- directly investigate reflection mechanisms [e.g.
per right inset shows the location of DML on Moore, 1988; Blindow, 1994; Mzners et al.,
the Antarctic continent, the lower inset indi- 19971. The distribution of the dielectric concates the IPR profiles from DML19 to B32 at stant with depth can be derived from dielecDML05 in 2000/01 and from DML05 to DML15 tric profiling (DEP) [Moore und Paren, 19871,
the direct current conductivity can be deter1998199 (black), shown in Figure 5.
mined from electric conductivity measurements
(ECM) [Hammer, 19801. Mainly because of
the reflection of electromagnetic waves occurs shortcomings of ice core data and computawhere the complex dielectric constant changes. tional resources earlier forward modeling apDiscont,inuities in the real part, the permittiv- proaches were only of minor success. The develity, are basically related to density and domi- opment of an improved calibrated DEP device
nate reflections in the upper hundreds of me- for simultaneous measurements of the real and
ters. Variations in the imaginary part, propor- imaginary part of the complex dielectric contional to conductivity and related to acidity, are stant [ Wilhelms, 20001 provides the basis for rethe governing cause in deeper regions of the cent advances of modeling results [Kohler et al.,
ice. A third mechanism, proposed by Harri- 2003; Eisen et al., 2003bl. By combining high
son [1973], involves dielectric anisotropy of the resolution DEP data with multi-dimensional
crystal fabric, but its significance is still heavily finite-difference (FD) numerical modeling techdiscussed.
niques Eisen et al. [2003c] demonstrated that
The main application of IPR in polar envi- reproduction of surveyed radar data can be
ronments has been ice thickness probing in re- achieved to a considerable degree.
lation to ice core deep drilling projects [Hempel
Based On their approach this study aims a t
and Thyssen, 1992; Dahl-Jensen et al., 1997; evaluat,ion of IRH analysis techniques. Datb
Nzxdorf und GÃ¶ktas 2001; Steznhage et al., ings of ice cores, obtained from annual layer
1999; Kanagaratma et al., 2001, among others]. counting or wiggle inatchmg, are usually transAs a matter of principle, I P R is used as well ferred to IRHs by mere comparison or correto establish the stratigraphy of IRHs, and thus lation techniques. Although the connection of

volcanic events with deeper IRHs might be unambiguous in special cases [Hempel et al., 20001,
the grade of uncertainty depends in general on
location, considered depth range, and IPR system properties. To improve quantitative interpretation and utilization of isochrones we examine which error is related to conventional
IRH dating, how accurate the synchronization
of ice cores and the extrapolation of ice core
properties along IRHs can be performed, and if
the combination of ice core dating and forward
modeling of radar data provides advantages to
conventional techniques.
We first present the used data sets, obtained during several EPICA pre-site surveys
in Dronning Maud Land (DML), Antarctica,
which comprise DEP records from three shallow ice cores and an extensive set of surfacebased radar surveys (Figure 1 ) . In the second
part of this Paper we introduce the numerical
FD forward modeling t.echnique in respect to
radar reflection origin and characteristics and
perform comparison of surveyed and synthetic
radar data. Finally, we join the different data
sets and techniques to investigate and answer
the main questions in the third part.

Data Base
This study makes use of two data sets. One
is based on dielectric profiling of ice cores, the
other on surface-based ice penetrating radar
surveys. Although both methods depend on
the dielectric properties of the ice column, they
are independent in the sense that they are autonomous and represent different pictures of the
subsurface, as introduced in this section.
I c e core DEP data
The complex relative dielectric constant of
Snow and ice can be written as

where the real part E' is the ordinary relative
permittivity and the imaginary part E" is the

dielectric loss factor of the medium. T h e latter
can be expressed as a function of conductivity
0-, angular frequency U , and the permittivity of
vacuum Â £ 0 The last expression defines t h e loss
tangent. tand = E " / Â £ ' The electromagnetic
wave speed in snow and ice is related to the
dielectric constant by

with q being the electromagnetic wave speed
in vacuum.
The ice cores B31, B32, and B33 were retrieved in the field season of 1997198 during
the EPICA pre-site survey [Oerter et al., 20001.
DEP of the complex E with a calibrated guarded
scanning capacitor and 7-absorption density
measurements were performed simultaneously
along the 1 m long core sections immediately
after retrieval. The combined DEP-density device, developed by Wilhelms et al. [I9981 and
improved by Wilhelms [2000], operated at a
frequency of 250 kHz with an electrode length
of 1 cm and d a t a points taken in 5 mm increments, providing systematic accuracies for
each E-component of 1% and statistical errors
of 0.1% after correcting the raw data to a n ambient temperature of -15'C. An depth error
of 1 cm results from the positioning of t h e core
sections in the measuring bench. Sommer et al.
[2000]performed dating by annual layer counting of multi-parameter chemical records combined with identification of volcanic horizons,
resulting in a n age-depth relationship for each
ice core with a n accuracy between 1k5 and Â± a.
For identification of sections with poor core
quality we follow the scheme tested and applied
by Eisen et al. [2003b].The running mean and
standard deviation of E' is calculated within a
2.5 m window along the core. DEP values that
show a permittivity which is more than one
standard deviation below the window mean are
rejected, as the lower permittivity values are
most likely caused by cracks in the ice. Together with d a t a gaps from drilling operation
the total percentage of missing data of the different cores is around 5% (Table 1).
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T a b l e 1. Properties of ice core DEP data,

core length
missing data
rejected data
total

B31

B32

B33

115.1
0.84
5.81
6.65

148.9
1.02
7.04
8.06

129.6
0.32
5.82
6.14

All values in m

Surface-based ice p e n e t r a t i n g r a d a r
Usually two types of measurements are performed for radar data acquisition: commonmidpoint (CMP) and common-offset (CO) surveys. The CMP recording technique basically
yields information about the vertical reflection
properties of a Single column of small horizontal extend and the velocity-depth profile, as the
distance between transmitter (TX) and receiver
(RX) is symmetrically increased relative to the
stationary center point. For CO surveys, T X
and RX are kept a t a fixed distance and moved
across the surface, providing a picture of the
subsurface structure along the survey profile in
the time domain.
Radar measurements analyzed here result
from CO measurements between various borehole IOcations (Figure 1) and were performed
with a commercial RAMAC radar set of the
Swedish company Mal5 Geoscience. The monopulse bistatic radar system was operated with
antennae a t 200 and 250 MHz,unshielded dipoles in a fixed distance of 60 cm in the first
and shielded antennae at a distance of 36 ein
in the latter case. Both setups are permanently
mounted in skid-boxes and connected with the
central processing unit via light conducting cables, thus avoiding noise from ohmic conductors. The processing unit was operated by a
Husky FC PX5 personal coinput,er, using the
radar system software. The 200 MHz survey
was carried out in 1999 between B32 and B33,
using a Snow tractor for pulling at an average

speed of 8 km h l . Traces were recorded every 1.5 m, triggered by a distance wheel, i n a
1500 ns time window consisting of 2400 samples. The 250 MHz data were recorded in 2001
between B32 and B31, pulling the device by
a skidoo at 12 km h 1 with traces recorded
every meter in a 1570 ns time window with
2048 samples. For either measurement setup
the stored traces consist of 8 vertically stacked
pulse recordings.
Whereas the comparison of surveyed and
synthetic radargrams, carried out in the next
section, is based On raw traces, the tracking of
coherent patterns in adjacent traces can best
be achieved in processed IPR profiles. Processing was performed using Paradigm Geophysical FOCUS version 4.2 software and includes 5fold horizontal stacking, bandpass filtering, and
automatic gain control (AGC). Interna1 reflection horizons were semi-automatically tracked
in the processed data with the Landmark OpenWorks release 2003.0 software. The tracking
algorithm exploits the coherency of signal features (e.g. minimum, maximum or Zero amplitude) above noise to automatically detect this
feature in a prescribed time window in adjacent
traces and follows it as long as a similarity criteria is fulfilled. The tracking process is observed
by the user and requires manual interaction in
case of a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Several IRHs were observed at numerous dept.hs
and tracked continuously in the whole region,
forming the basis of the results presented in a
later section.

Forward Modeling of Radargrams
Our interest in numerical modeling of electromagnetic wave reflections aims at the reproduction of surveyed radargrams for glaciological applications. The approach described here
profits from the utilization of the in-situ complex dielectric constant and the implicit inclusion of wave phenomena occuring during propagation, especially multiple reflections and interferences. in the finite-difference t,ime domain
(FDTD) model.

setup a t B31 and B32 and the 200 MHz setup
at B32 and B33. For each experiment the
DEP data are linearly interpolated onto the
cartesian space grid, assuming lateral homogeneous values in ice and air, with
= 1
and uazr = 0. Considering the results found
by numerous authors On the crucial role of the
transmitted radar wavelet On forward modeling [Moore, 1988; Arcone et al., 1995; Hildebrand, 19961, we use duration and shape of the
air waves determined from survey d a t a as the
source wavelets (Figure 2) and adopt t h e IPR
T X and RX geometry also for modeling.
0 200 400 600
Calculations were performed with a paralNormalized arnplitude Frequency (MHz)
lelized version of the FD model on a NEC SX-6
supercomputer a t the Deutsches KlimarechenF i g u r e 2. Radar wavelets used for FDTD zentrum (DKRZ, Hamburg, Germany) . Model
modeling: time domain signals of the 200 (a) dimensions for standard runs are 10 m in horiand 250 MHz antennae (C) and their corre- zontal and 120 m in vertical direction with an
sponding power spectra in (b) and (d), respecisotropic space increment A = 0.01 m and a
tively. Thin dashed lines with triangles indicate time increment At = 0.01 ns, thus providing
the raw data wavelets taken from the direct air
high resolution of the interpolated source pulse
wave, the thick lines denote the Akima spline
(Figure 2), satisfying the stability criterion, and
interpolated resampled wavelets used for mod- avoiding numerical diffusion [Taflove, 19951.
eling.
E v a l u a t i o n of m o d e l r e s u l t s
I m p l e m e n t a t i o n of IPR characteristics
The value of numerical modeling of synthetic
Different schemes were developed over the radargrams lies in the opportunity to investidecades to employ FD techniques for compu- gate the connection between medium propertational electrodynamics. Whereas several ap- ties and radar observations. Before transferring
proaches are based On wave equation formula- modeling results to in-situ problems t h e validtions of only the electric or magnetic field, the ity of modeling approach has to be proven
algorithm introduced by Yee [I9661 solves for
Different radar setups, data processing, and
both electric and magnetic fields in time and display methods were examined to evaluate the
space using the coupled Maxwell's curl equa- truth content of synthetic radargrams, e.g. comtions. This provides a robust basis with sev- parison of raw single traces [Hildebrand, 1996;
eral advantages over other realizations [Taflove, Mzners, 19981, embeddment of synthetic traces
19951. We implement the two-dimensional trans- in raw CO profiles displayed in variable denverse electric (TE) version of the Yee algorithm sity representation [Kohler et al., 20031, or conon a staggered grid with leapfrog time inte- fronting synthetic traces with stacked CO data
gration. The T X is an infinite electric line in wiggle format [Eisen et al., 2003bl. Most sucsource close to the surface (Ey-polarized), the cessful comparisons were so far achieved by exy-component of the electric field E at a pres- ploiting the SNR improving properties of CMP
elected position represents the signal recorded processing [Eisen et al., 2003~1. For the goals
by the RX.
aimed at in this study, however, it is necesTwo sets of IPR parameters are considered sary to directly compare synthetic radargrams
for the modeling expenments: the 250 MHz
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Figure 3. Single trace coinparison of different
data sets from B32, deinonstrating the difficult,y
to reproduce individual reflection characteristics. Traces in (a)-(C) are from 30-fold stacked
200 MHz CO data, (d) is derived from anormal
moveout-corrected CMP survey. CO data from
different years. recorded at 250 MHz and also
processed with 30-fold horizontal stacking, are
shown in (f) and (g). The synthetic radar t.races
are plotted in (e) and (h), representing 200 MHz
and 250 MHz experiinents, respectively. Automatie gain control has been applied to 100 ns
windows.
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Figure 4. Evaluating the agreement of surveyed and synthetic radar data by comparison of multi-trace representations. The sy'nt,hetic trace calculated by FD modeling (left)
and the reference trace from CO data (right)
are each plotted 10 times. The coherency of
reflection signals in both data sets indicat.es internal reflection horizons t h a t are reproduced
by t,he synthet,ic dat.a. Position of five selected
IRHs discussed in the text are indicat.ed by arrows. Automatie gain control has been applied
t o 100 ns windows.

with C O profiles of interest to associate properties investigat,ed by nuinerical sensitivity studies with IRHs. Utilization of CMP data as an format siinulates two CO profiles from the Same
intermediate step between synthetic and sur- data point and makes it easier to identify those
veyed CO d a t a represents an additional source reflections t h a t are reproduced by the synthetic
of uncertaint.ies.
data (Figure 4). In general we propose t o use
Small scale variability of physical properties singlo-trace evaluations of CO data (Figure 3)
of firn iinposes the most severe problem On the only if specific struct,ures are to be investigated.
object.ive reproducibility of surveyed dat.a. Not like anisotropic features in deeper ice. as it. is
only does processing of measm-ed radar data by no means possible to achieve the Same deby means of horizontal stacking only partly gree of agreement of CO with synthetic data
increase SNR. a demonstrated in Figure 3, as was demonstrated for C\IP surveys. Multialso does the utilization of dielectric proper- trace evaluations, 011 the other hand, emphasize
ties of one core ignore lateral inhomogeneit.ies the variations with depth, instead of individ[L. KarlÃ¶fpersonal coininunication. 20021. In- ual reflector amplitude characteristics. and are
stead of trying t,o achieve the best agreement of more suitable for regional interpretations (Figsingle traces, we decide to inake nse of a data ure 4).
representation that usually reveals lateral co\Ve perforin the multi-trace comparison for
herencies in radar data. The reference trace each synthetic trace with the corresponding CO
derived from the CO profile of interest at a profile. that is the 250 MHz data connecting
borehole location. consisting of 30 horizontally B31 and B32. and the 200 MHz data connecting
stacked traces, is reproduced 10 times. as is the B32 and B33. It is possible to identify at least
synthetic radar trace. Plotting both data sets five reflections that are continuous throughout
of multiple traces in variable amplitucle wiggle the region and are reproduced t o approximately
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Figure 5. Interna1 reflections tracked from B31 via B32 to B33 (Figure 1), starting a t B32 a t
TWTs of around 210, 420, 650, 780. and 900 ns. Below, two examples of processed common offset
profiles are shown, recorded at 250 MHz (B32ZB31) and 200 MHz (B32pB33). The greyscale
indicates the signal envelope, i.e. magnitude, resulting in an emphasized contrast, but lower
vertical resolution. Detection limits are around 1000 and 1200 ns for the 250 and 200 MHz signal,
respectively. In regions with steeper internal topography, however, signals faint at shallower
depths, posing a problem for tracking deeper reflections continuously.

Radar reflections and ice core synchronization
most accurate if dated ice cores are available
at either end of the profile, as laid out next,
the analyses of reflection causes moreover profits from FD modeling in most cases. Finally,
we join both results to estimate accuracies of
and discuss conditions necessary for successful
ice core synchronization.
D a t i n g i n t e r n a l reflection horizons

0 102030405060708090100

Depth (m)
F i g u r e 6. Dating of tracked internal reflection horizons a t the three boreholes based on ice
core data. The curves indicate the age-depth
relation of the three ice cores B31 (solid), B32
(stippled), and B33 (dashed) [Sommer et al.,
20001. The symbols represent the position of
the depth-converted IRHs. Vertical error bars
are the uncertainty of the ice core dating (58 a), horizontal error bars are the errors of
the IRH tracking in m. The horizontal grey
bars indicate the range between the oldest and
youngest age of each IRH transferred from the
ice core records.
the Same degree by each of the different modeling qxperiments. The analyses described in
the next section will focus on these IRHs for
application purposes.

Analyses and Interpretations
Our main goals are the dating of IRHs, the
identification of their constituting dielectric signals, and the synchronization of ice cores. In
this section we present different methods to find
appropriate solutions for the individual formulation of questions.
The common heart to approach either problern is the continuous tracking of IRHs between
drilling locations (Figure 5), already introduced
above. However whereas dating of IRHs is

As radar d a t a are recorded in the time domain (reflection amplitude as a function of
TWT) they have to be converted to depth domain before transferring ice core age-depth relationships to prominent radar signals. T h e
most precise TWT-depth function is obtained
from integration of the DEP-based wave speed
(2), accurate to within 1%[Eisen et al., 20021.
After conversion, each tracked IRH is associated with a specific depth at t,he borehole location for which an age dating is available.
Performing TWT-depth-age conversions a t all
drill sites yields three age datings for each
tracked signal (Figure 6).
Theoretically, tracking of single phases of
an IRH is accurate to within A/4. However,
this value can only be achieved if the data
is recorded at a high sampling rate which is
in general in contrast to long recording windows and efficient field work. Although system settings during our radar surveys fulfil requirements to reach this accuracy, measurement noise and lateral variations of the reflection properties do not allow tracking of coherent
signals to t,his limit
For low noise cont.ent the continuous tracking of a single phase can be EE accurate as kA/2,
that is zt 0.5 m or 2.5 ns for the 200 MHz data in
firn (assuming cfZTn
= 2 10' m s l ) . In respect
to the ice core datings this corresponds to an
age error of h 6 . 5 a a t B31 and B32 and Â±8. a
at B33 below 40 m depth, with slightly lower
values above. If the reflector is rather faint or
the internal struct,ure is subject to strong changes. continuous tracking of a single phase might
not be possible. Nevertheless. the reflector itself might still be continuous and trackable at

Table 2. Dating of IRHs at borehole locations.
ice core

210 ns

415 11s

650 ns

780 ns

890 ns

IRH trackzng
B31
B32
B33
mean
error

PD Sensztivzty Studzes
B31
B32
B33
mean
error

All values in a. The IRHs are identified by their T W T at B32. Agedepth relationships for
each core are taken from Sommer et al. [2000], rounded to whole years and accurate to 5-8 a.
The listed errors are the standard deviations in respect to the three datings of each IRH. The
total standard deviation referred to in the text is based on the 15 values for IRH tracking and
30 values for the FD sensitivity studies and result as 7 a and 8 a , respectively.
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causes the reflection. The problern is less well
behaved if several feat.ures occur on a short
vertical distance. If the traveltime from onc
reflecting feat.ure to the next is less than the
length of the source wavelet AÃ£ the individual reflected wave trains superimpose, leading
to constriictive and destructive interferences.
recorded reflections that can hardly be separat,ed in the radargram, and which might inoreover be noisy because of strong multiple reflections. In this context, FD forward modeling of
radargrains provides a inighty tool t o reveal the
constituting coinponents of such blurred reflections, as demonstrated next.

Origin o f reflection horizons
Froin simplistic inforination-theoretical point
of view the FD program basically encodes and
Figure 7. Depth-time slice of the modeled Eu t,ransforms the information contained in the
wave field at the receiver position, showing the e d e p t h distribution t o the time domain forpropagation of the wavelet transmitted at the mat of the radarg~ain. The cinbedded basic
surface (to the left) t,hrough t.he medium (depth t,raveltiimdepth conversion is in principle alto the right) with time (downwards). Reflec- ready possible with a velocity-depth funct,ion.
tions occur a t discontinuities of F. and travel However only t.he knowledge of t.he wave field
back t o the surface. Greyscale indicates sig- at every time step allows for investigation of
nal amplitudes. The lower figure shows the F.- complicated processes occuring during reflecdistribution with depth, the radargram to the tion and propagation. These lead t o a much
left displays the signal as it is recorded at the different depth structure of the final radargram
than the one evident from original physical
surface.
properties of t h e medium.
a lower accuracy, liinit,ed by the length of the
For instance, combination of the depth-time
energetic part of the source wavelet. which is slice of the wave field a t the receiver location
around 10 ns in our case (Figure 2). Tracking with the medium properties and the synthetic
of these low quality reflectors is then accurate radargram nicely illustrates at which depth reto within some 5 ns (1 i n ) corresponding t o an flections originate, which ice core signals might
age uncertainty of approxiinately 13 a at B31 be involved in the reflect,ion process, and what
and B32 and 17 a at B33.
the reflection looks like for the receiver a t the
The agreement of this theoretical error anal- surface (Figure 7). Unfortunat.ely, it is still difysis and the statistical values caiculated fror11 ficult to directly observe interfering signals and
the IRH dat.a set are On the Same order of mag- multiple reflections in this representation benitude (Table 2). The standard deviation of the cause of the a t least two orders of inagnit.ude
mean age of the tracked signals varies between differente in signal amplitude of the primary
5 and 10 a. the total standard deviation derived (transinitted) and secondary (reflected) wave
trains.
froin all values results as 7 a.
We therefore perform two types of sensitivity
The t.heoretica1 estimates. however. do rely
on the assuinption that a single feature in E experiments with changed DEP data to directiy
Depth (rn)

sky e t al., 19851, but lacks evidence t h a t the
same signals were tracked continuously. Additional information for verification and error estimates can be obtained by forward modeling.
Only those surveyed reflections are selected for
tracking that are reproduced by the 250 MHz
synthetic data at B31 and B32 as well as by
the 200 MHz data a t B32 and B33. This makes
sure that changes in DEP data, confined to the
sections constituting these reflections, will also
be evident in forward modeling results. For this
purpose the DEP data of all three ice cores are
removed in the vicinity of the depths where
the tracked IRHs originate (Figure 8). Forward modeling computations based on the altered DEP data lead to distributions of reflections that are different from the original ones.
Ideally, the modeling results should exactly remove the selected reflections and, at t h e same
time, should get by with least removed DEP
data as possible. As this cannot be expected a
priory, the identification of the depth sections
responsible for reflections is a rather iterative
process carried out manually.
Thc final results clearly demonstrate the
F i g u r e 8. Measured ordinary relative permit- connection between removed DEP sections and
tivity E' and dielectric loss factor E" as a func- vanishing reflections (Figure 9). The quality
tion of depth of the ice cores B31, B32, and depends On several factors: the reproducibility
B33. Selected volcanic events are indicat.ed on of the surveyed reflections by DEP-based forthe right, their depth at. the different locations ward modeling - gapy DEP sections produce
is indicated by the thin solid lines. Datings synthetic radargrams of poorer agreement; the
are taken from S o m m e r et al. [2000], volcanic resolution of the radar data reflection propevents at B32 from GÃ¶kta [2002]. The dark erties strongly depend On the source wavelet
gray horizontal bars indicate the depth sections (compare the reflection characteristic a t 790 ns
for which DEP values are removed and linearly at B32 for 200 and 250 MHz); the strength of
interpolated for sensitivity studies.
the surveyed reflection lower SNR decreases
accuracies (e.g. the 200 MHz reflections a t 650
and 480 ns a t B32 and B31, respectively).
investigate t,he influence of individual DEP feaThe datings obtained from the IRH-related
tures on the radargram: the first type aims at
the origin of the tracked IRHs used earlier for sensitivity studies provide an additional means
dating purposes; the second examines the in- to date the or~ginof reflections, as they assofluence of closely spaced and neighboring DEP ciate a depth and thus age - range instead
of just one value for each IRH (Table 2). The
signals on an observed broad reflection.
statistical analyses of this additional data set
The datings obtained from the IRH trackyields dating errors that show larger scatters,
ing described above result from following only
but the total standard deviation of 8 a derived
individual signals from core to core [Bogorodfrom the whole set is just slightly larger than
-

-

-
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F i g u r e 9. Results of IRH sensitivity studies at
B31, B32, B33 with 250 and 200 MHz. The envelope of the original synthetic radargrams are
plotted in black, with the results of the sensitivity st,udies plotted in grey on t.op. The reflections appearing in black are missing in the sensitivity results because of reinoved DEP data
(Figure 8). The horizontal step-like black lines
indicate the depth of the tracked IRHs at each
location.
the 7 a obtained earlier from IRH tracking, accentuating the validity of b0t.h error estimates.
The second t.ypc of sensitivity experiment. investigates the variation of reflection characteristics. Removing sections of the DEP data and
performing forward modeling with the interpolated ice core record yields a different reflection
structure. The part of the now missing signals

81
is caused by the removed section of the D E P
data. In total we carry out three sensitivity
runs with 200 MHz signals a t B32 and B33, focusing on the region in the age range between
1150 and 1280 a. The DEP data in both core
profiles is removed in three stages increasing the
age range by 20 a intervals: 1210-1230, 12101250, and 1190-1250 a. The series of reflections
shown in Figure 10 (a) at a T W T of 740-840 ns
originales from a group of permittivity peaks
a t a depth range of around 71-81 m a t B32.
At B33 the signals are located between 54 and
62 m with part.ly different parameter values and
peculiarities (Figure 10 (d)). The series of sensitivity studies reveals that the strong reflectiou signals originating at 1240, 1220, 1200 a
(cent,ered at -770, 783, and 803 ns T W T , respectively) can be separated and almost unambiguously attributed to the corresponding DEP
sections. At B33 the DEP signals a t the Same
age cause the reflections to be differently structured: only the signal a t 1200 a (600 ns) is
clearly visible, the 1220 and 1240 a reflections
(558 and 575 ns TWT, respectively) are either
small and not outstanding anymore or show a
broadened phase cha~acteristic(Figure 10 (b)).
The sensitivity runs demonstrate that only the
1200 a reflection really has the same constituting features at B33 as at B32, whereas the
ot,her two signals result from a superposition
of several reflections partly originating a t other
depths (Figure 10).
The reason for the different appearance of
the same DEP signal in the modeled radargrams is simple: the accumulation rate a t B33
is lower than at B32, the E-peaks are closer together, resulting in superposit,ion and int,erference of the reflected waves and changed properties of probable multiple reflections. Tracking single phases of the 1240 IRH from B33 to
B32, for instance, leads to a point where first
single phases and then the reflector as a whole
split up. Because of this ambiguity the signal
tracked to B32 might be of different origin than
the signal we started from at B33, increasing
the uncertainty of subsequent dating attempts
if additional inforination from forward model-

det,erinine a survey reference trace a t the
drilling location from radar profiles connect.ing to the new region of interest and
evaluate the agreement of survey a n d synthetic radar trace
if correspondence of both trace typcs is
significant, localize reflections t h a t are
prominent in cither trace and perform
sensitivity studies to identify the constituting D E P feakires
o

track the corresponding internal reflection
horizons to the region of interest

e at the final destination perform a CMP-

based traveltime-depth conversion of the
radar d a t a
F i g u r e 10. Example for detailed signal decoinposit,ion, modeled with tlie 200 MHz signal at B32 (a) and B33 (b). The permittivity of the constituting DEP signals are shown
in (c) and (d) and shifted by +0.4 in respect.
to the first profile; straight parts indicate removed data. T h c right-hand Y-axes are time
a.D. in tlie saine scale for all graphs, the lefthand Y-axesare scaled differently because of the
varying depth and traveltiine range at B32 and
B33 of the Same age window.
ing is not available
Synchronizing ice core records
The scheine developed so far profits froin
the presence of scveral synchronized ice corc
records, dated independently from radar-based
information. Nevertheless. one can think of several applicatioris wit.h only one dated ice core
that take advantage of this preparatory work,
e.g. extrapolation of age-depth relationships,
synchronization of ice cores of ininor qualit,y, or
preliminary studies for future projects. Based
oii an existing ice core wit,h profiied dielectric
properties we propose the following impleinentation:
o

caiculate a sfnthetic radar trace from the
DEP data using appropriate modeling paraineters and wavelet functions

e scale the initial DEP data to t h e new

reflector-depth distribution and perform
forward modeling (again including evaluation of surveyed and synthetic results as
well as IRH sensitivity studies)
0

if the reflector characteristics are reproduced synthetically, ice core properties of
the starting point can be extrapolated t o
the new destination

Feasibility of this concept implies several assumptions: processes forming isochronous reflectors leave a signature at the surface of the
whole study area (e.g. meteorological events,
deposits of volcanic origin or storin advected
oceanic or terrestrial materials); the IRHs are
continuous, although not necessarily of laterally
stable internal characteristics; synthetic radargrams reproduce the surveyed reference traces.
Whereas the first. and second assumption are
obviously knock-out criteria, the unsuccessful
forward inodeling a t the starting or final destination only reduces accuracies of the aspired
synchronization.
Two types of errors are involved in the extrapolation of ice core datings and synchronization: first. the accuracy of the dating of the
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initial core, and, sccond, thc unccrtainties involved in the IRH tracking. The ice cores used
in this study are dated with errors of around 58 a [Sommer et al., 20001. With the' IRH tracking errors discussed above, the total statistical
error of a best case scenario continuo~~s
tracking of single phases and highly accurate ice core
datings is on the order of 8 a. The worst case
- highly variable but still continuous reflectors
and lower accuracy of the age-dept,h relation yields an accuracy of some 19 a in the depth
range below 40 m. If several ice cores are available, thc IRH tracking error can be minimized
if the site with higher accumulation is chosen
as the starting point. Decreasing annual layer
thickness, and therefore temporal resolution,
along track generally insure more stable tracking than vice versa, as already dernonstrated for
alpine ice bodies [Eisen et al., 2003al.
It has t o b e kept in mind that variations with
depth of the two error componcnts (IRH and
age-depth) have an opposite sign. The physical
limit for IRH t,racking accuracy is wavelengt,h
(respective wave speed) and lateral signal coherency. As most decrease of the wave speed
occurs in the upper tens of meters of the ice
column the tracking accuracy increases in the
upper part and is then basically constant for
the rest of the ice column, given that the SNR
remains suficiently high, as is the case for airborne radio echo sounding data down to several km \Nixdorf et al., 19991. The accuracy of
the core-based age-depth relation, On the other
hand, strongly decreases with depth. Firstly,
the firn fand later ice) densification process increases the age rate (age per depth), t,hereby decreasing resolution of distinct features, annual
layers and dominant signai; secondly, in deeper
parts ice dynamics smooth out additional features which might not be preserved in ice core
records. All in all, the accuracy of dating extrapolation is limited by IRH properties in the
upper hundreds of ineters of the ice sheet, but
the large increase of the age rate with depth
due to ice dynamics are t,he limiting factors in
deeper regions.
-

-

Outlook
The findings developed in this study emphasize the coinplementary character of ice core
records and radar data, providing mutual inforination On the glacial subsurface struct,ure and
composition. A common problem in ice core interpretation is the different quality of age scales,
derived from various techniques. Merging ice
cores, radar data, and the analysis methods
utilizing FD modeling on larger horizontal and
vertical scales might partly remedy ambiguous
interpretations.
Pinning down the age of isochronic IRHs
from association with datings of several ice
cores is the preferred approach in terms of minimizing accuracy, but age-dcpth profiles are in
fact not a necessary criteria. In fact, as long as
the physical process constituting a radar reflector can be revealed and the assumption holds
that it remains also responsible over larger distances, any property can be transferred along
the IRH. Good core quality, however, implying
high SNR in physical and chemical records with
distinct features, and preferably high accumulation rates, that is high temporal resolution,
is one key ingredient for good agreement between synthetic and measured radargrams. We
are well aware that sensitivity studies with FD
forward modeling are a kmd of trial-and-error
scheme. The ultimate goal, of Course, is the
direct accurate inversion of radar data to yield
DEP-distributions as a two-dimensional profile,
a goal that probably might not be achieved for
quite a while but should nevertheless be kept in
mind.
In this context, the concept laid out here
also promises useful application for analyses of
still remaining problems in deeper parts of the
ice sheet. The present study is a first step, as
more or less unambiguous in iipper layers, but
will become even more important if the technique is extended to deeper regions of the ice
sheet where several physical processes leading
to reflections of comparable magnitude show
up. Namely the contribution of fabric orientations and rapid changes therein On the elec-

tromagnetic reflectivity can b e investigated in
further detail a soon rn high resolution DEP
profiles, corresponding radar surveys. t o b e expected within t h e next years from t h e EPICA
ice core in DML, and a numeric model covering
several kilometers of ice column are available.
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